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THE genetic development of the analysisof wealth and income
distribution by size in the United States is notwithout a cause.
This one is tempted to seek in the strandsof economic history.
The immediate impulse was a Censusstudy by 6. K. Holmes
and J. S. Lord, entitled Farms and Homes:Proprietorship and
indebtedness in the United States atthe Eleventh Census. This
special study, provided for by an Act ofCongress dated February
22, 1892, was theculmination of discussions then raging inlegis-
lative halls concerning theconcentration of wealth.
The ultimate causes are farther toseek. The rise of industrial
trusts provides one clue.Although evidences of industrial inte-
gration in the United Statesappeared as carly as 1861 with tile
cordage iiidustry agreements the movementdid not gaul mo-
mentum until the last quarterof the century when theStandard
Oil trust was formed. By theconclusion of the initiating trust-
proper phase of the moementin the 1890'S, statisticianS ha(l
already inaugurated analysis ofthe distribution of wealth, by
size of wealth holding.
Another clue is provided bythe trend of wholesale prices.
Over the nineteenth centurythere was a secular decline inwhole-
sale prices which the Civil Warinflation merely interrupted.
From the currency restabilizationin 1871 to the close of the Ce!]-
tury, prices fell more than athird. The year m 8q6represented the
all-tinle low point. Persons enjoyingfixed incomes (e.g., recipi-e
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cuts of propertyincome) stoodto probE itoinfalling prices;while persons burdened withfixed charges(e.g.,arniers withmort- gages) felt the pinchof the pricedecline.
The mere existenceof these positivecorrelationsdoeSnot im- ply a cause-and-effectrelationship betweenthe USC oftrUSts and the decline inprices on theone hand, andanalyses ofdistribu- tions of wealthand incomeon the other. Yetsuch
ConComitance does suggesta relationshipbetween economichistory andaca- demic interests,and warrantsthepreSUiflpttOii thatwealth and income distributionanalysiswas launchedto hi! apressing sxial need, notmerely toprovide academicjousts forstatisticians. Although thetrust movementand pricetrends havebeencare- fully describedand analyzedby scoresof investigators,little has been writtenon the statisticalattempt to analviethe prol)knls raised by thiseconomic andsocialtransition. Theobject ofthis paper is to delineate,in Sections1 and 11.the historicalstrands of wealthand incomedistributionanalysis. FheseSectionS are concluded byrecapitulationsin outlineform, whichset ye to em- phasize thesalientcharacteristics ofthese earlierstudics. ina con- eluding sectionspeculation isvei it wed
concerning possible reasons whydistributions ofwealth andof incomethus farcon- structed havebeen relativelyinadequate.
I AmericanStudie.cof (lie1)j51r111uf ionofWealth I HISTORICALAND
METHODOLOGICAl.RFXI EW The stubof a tabular
distributionof wealth,by size,would sho
a series ofwealth classesranging from,say, 'o--$roo'to $ I .000,000 and over'.Thefrequencieswould givethe numberof individ- uals, families,or someotherwealth-holdingunit in eachclass:
for example,the iuimbcrofpeisons possessingwealth valuedat
O-5OO' andat 'Si,000,000and over'. 'l'he twosubstantiveelcfllc;Its inthe distril,utionof wealth hr
sizearc thenature anddollaramount ofthe wealththat is dis-
tributed,and thenature andnumber ofthewealth-holding
units, Thefirst iscomrnofll?referre(jto as nationalwealth, the
estimationof whichis aproblem allits own)TheSCcOfl(lhinges
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on a decision as to among whom (or what) the wealth is distrib-
tited. We could, [or example, tabulate the distribution of wealth,
by size, among individuals, families, estates, corporations, and
other more or less homogeneous entities. In addition, the distri-
bution could he by subdivisions of each of these units. In this
paper the distribution of wealth is considered with respect to the
individual, family, and estate units.
No complete census of wealth holdings by any of these units
has ever been taken in the United States. Therefore, attempts to
construct a distribution of wealth must rely on samples of the
universe, or on wealth's possible functional relationship with
some other variable such as income, tax pavinents house owner-
ship. When samples are used, there is the problem of extending
the partial picture to give a complete description. Frequently the
other aids mentioned above are employed in this task, but some-
times the extetsion of the sample is a matter of slicer guesswork.
To enhance its applicability and augment its coverage, the sam-
ple may be treated beforehand, by means of supplementarydata
and arbitrary assumptions. In any case the problems confronting
the investigator are numerous an(l difficult, as the descriptionsof
these stu(hes on the following pages illustrate.
a) Holmes' atlemt
At least two publicized attempts were made in thelast decade of
the nineteenth century to estimate the distributionof wealth in
the LJiiited States.
The first, by G. K. Holmes inJ8,2 was a modest statistical
inquiry, based on census data, into the nurnl)Crof families of (lii-
ferent economic characteristicsn the lliiitedStates atid the
wealth possessed by each class of family. Ofthe i 2,690,152 [am-
flies enumerated in the i 890 Census, 11,5q',887 were classified
into six categories which includedfarm-hiring families, families
owning enuml)erc(l farms:,families owning free farms, home-
hiring families, families owning encumberedhomes, and fami-
lies owning free homes. Theallocation of families to these
categories was accomplished by acomplicated profe(lure involv-
ing farm and home proprietorship data, avtigcsof the farm and
home possessions and indebtedness of thevarious types of fami-
'The Concentration of Wealth', PoliticalScience (uarterlv, VIII (i8g).589-600.lies, assumptions as to the numberof fartu.s and offanli liesot'( pying non-farm houses, andarbitrary allowancesfot 'other'pos- sessions and debts of each classof family. Togethertitese fallijhjes were estimated to possess17,'56,8$7,3f3 Sjll(ethenational wealth was set by Holmesat "about sixty bzllon5of dollars"s 91 per cent of the families, therefore,t)Wfle(J 29PCi cent of the wealth, and, by subtraction,9 per cent of the familic5owned 71 per cent of the wealth.Having estimatedthe wealthof the poorer class, Holmes directedattention to that ofthe very rich, According toa New York Tribuneestimate of 18q2,ltherewere 4,047 nhjilionairesin tile United States.I-h)jlflcs aSSIIIUC(ithat their average wealthwas $,OoO,000; whichmeant that they held 20 per cent of the totalwealth. His finaldistrii)ution ofWealth, in Lorenz curve form,was:
.oper (eAt of families (i.e.,time lllilhiOflaitcs)own 20 pci cent 9 per cent of families (excludingnhillionaim(s)OWnlpt'(Cut pci' CCitt families OWfl29 per cem
From addedcomments of Holmes('011CCrIIillg the wealth(us- tributioji among tilepoorer (lasses, itis pOS5iI)lto split Llj) titis (listribution of wealthin 1890 Intofive classes, frontridi to poor:
PIRCENTAGF Of FAMIi,
I'ik(:fr%t.i III ci stt'Li: U5I I i) sixtpj cu stit rI, .03
.t)'3





I)) Spa/i r's(list rib tition
T'he secondPre-twentieth centuryestimate of the distributionof wealth, Statisticallymore pretentio0than the fjist. was published
a Ibid... 590. ihe Ceu,1 estimateoF the totalvaltie of tangibleproperty ithe United Stateswas $6s,onoo.
e Cosnpr,jjj,,,,p u/theEle,,g/1 Cenms::8a (Washington '898),Part Ill,p.Holmes 6gureseems designed toapproximate
this estimate,and perhaps thefact that itwas made fiveyears earlier rxplaim hy it fell fivehuh00 dollarsshoit, This, anda sjmjhir X,I'm-k IFOTI(j listof mihli),Iairesire descrjl4 in C. P. Watkjn5' 'TheGrowth of Large
Fortu,se.c' Publications0/the American Economic- A5$ocjaljo,,d ser, VIfl p41-7. 5Holmes op. cit.,fI. 59g.WEALTH AND INCOMFDISTR1lUFj()' 7
by C. B. Spahr in 1896.e He basedhis analysis on figures forpro-
bated estates obtained fromthe Surrogate records of New York
State. Data were collected for'36 CoUnties, including thearea
comprised by New York City andBrooklyn, and having a popula-
tion of 4,625,00c)persons, for October, November, and 1)eceniber
of 1892. Because theywere not (teemed representative, the fig-
ures for New York City and Brooklynwere excluded, leaving the
accompanying distribution of probatedestates, which was used
as the basis for the subsequent distributionof wealth iii the
tlinted States. Once these basic datawere acquired, generalized
PERCENI - Il-ELI
A(.E OF 1 01 Al. A(;01
WEALThLASSKs1%rF.5 FSI'ATLSRLAI;I I'I.kSOX.5l.I VE'1illSVI%I III
assumptions and personal observation ("conimoti observation
shows") were reliedupon to effect the transmutation of this dis-
tribuuoii for certain New YorkCounties into one for the entire
Country. Spahr reasoned that the figure in thiscategory should be
increased about one-half to allow for themany small real estate
holdings not recorded in ruralcounties. Similarly, large pet-
sotialties were underestimatedto avoid the tax, and small OflCS
were eaten up to pay debts; so the latter should becut one-half.
Effecting these trarisformations, he arriedat a 'corrected' dis-
tribution of these New York estatesY Thusfar it has been pos-
sible to follow Spahr's statistical jugglingeven though one may
(hisagree with certain of his assumptions; butin the transforma-
6 The Present Distribution 0/ Wealthin the United States (New York, ,8g6).
r Ibid., p. 64. Spahr did not compute thewrcentagcs for his distributions, but
since they are utilized in the argument, theyare inserted in the tables.
8 And Founding off the resulting figures to thenearest quarter million, Spahr
could well have added.







WEALTH CLASS ESTAILS ESTATES (millions 0/dollars) wI:A1Thl
$5o,00o and over 6 2 2.25 6.75 9 56
50.000-5,000 409 22 3(8) 2.18) 5 31
Under $,000 1427 76 i.o .50 2 i3
S5o,000 and over 36 aS.i88.r,jo $6.6o6.I2 S.;91,66s 5r
50,000-5,000 409 22 2.950.323 2.233,871 5,ift1,i9(,'2
Under$5,000 1427 76- i8g,668i.oj,o 2.085,098 iS
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tion of this last distribution into one for the entire
the statistical manipulations are hard to perceive. lie had
nounccd his intention of "applying these proportims (ofthe
above table] to the nation atkLrge",bobut he m(xhj tied thisresolve
by saying "with much precision'' that one-eighth of tl"fajflj-
lies"" of the country hold property worth more than$5,000,This
decision was based on the distribution of estates in NewYork
City, the Census investigation of farm mortgages, the(liStrjh)tltiofl
for New York State outside the two large cities and theasstlmp.
tion of "a normal death-rate".' The further(livjSjoflof this
one-eighth between'$50,000and over' and'$50 )o0,oi,fl'was
apparently harmonized with the projx)rtion(2to22)e.Juhjted
in the distribution above,SOthat the table "for thenatjoi at
large" becomes:
SI
t'rJt(:}:N I- II l'I Rus I -
EAMII.IE.5 %(;E OF (bIlljlflJS 5(.)}
WEALTH (:LASS (thousands) r.SMIIIr.s of dolla;-s i ISLt,I S5o,000and over 125 I 51
5O,OOo-5.txx I,37' II 2
titer $5,000 II .455)
I
Ecn if we acceptas sulliciently justified Spalir's divisionof
family holdings into12per cent over and 88 percent under
$5,000,there is still the questionhow he distributedaggregate
wealth. If these proportionswere meant to follow those in either
of the preceding tables,then his arithmeticwas 'rough' in the
direction of decreasingthe ineq ual itv of wealthdistil hut ion.
10 Ibid., p. 64.
11 Spahr changed histerntinologs from 'estatcs' to familieswithout w;lIIiing 0! explanation. In the rest of hisanalysis he seems touse 'faniili,'s' and 'cstaI& almost indiscrjminatel%.Yet liv a family he tellstic (p. bbii)t hat he means "a family of five".
12Ibid.,p. 66.
'3 Ibid. Spahr states(p. 66n) that "nearlyone billion dollars [has becti] added [to the aggTcgate wealthof the 'under S(MaCatcgui] for si,,aU ("t.Itc'nhIIaiIliI,C only household goodsand the like". It willlie Ithat the total aLgregatc wealth, $65,OOO, is that given livthe Elcvei,,h (ensl,s forow title ssltta- tion of the tangiblepropert in the United Statessee ft'ot noteaboVe) and the total number of Familiesis approximatelythat givei, tic thesame (c!,.IIs ,Cmn Penditun,Part I, p. 856).
14 On the otherhand, the changeshe made in theIwtcerltage ol families it, each class serced toincrease the inequalityof wealth distributionrelatice to that in the precedingtables.Before continuing t'e historical summary, it is interesting to
compare the wealth disLributions fori 8qo constructed by
Holmes and Spahr. Chart i shows these two independent esti-
mates in the form of Lorenz curves. The percentages of wealth
are plotted along the X-axis and the percentages of families along
the V-axis. Both sets of percentages are cumulated, from rich to
poor. The reference points are meagre, and the straight lines
connecting them are merely aids to the eye, not indicators of
where the intermediate points would fall. The difference in the
inequality indicated by the two curves is significant, but not so
striking as one might have expected considering the dissimilar
methods and the many arbitrary assumptions of the two investi-
gators. The greater inequality shown by Spahr's curve is prob-
ably largely attributable to the nominal value he placed upon
unreported estates, and to certain other statistical juggling in
which he indulged. It is hard to say which distribution is closer
to the actual distribution of wealth.
'5Ibid., pp. 68. 6g.
FASILUES CUM U-
WE.A1.TH CLASS(thousands)SIMPLE WIrE.










50,000-5,000 1,375 ii 12 23.0 15 8.b i6,000
5,000 500 5.500 4-1 51) 8.2 3 19 '.5°"
Under $oo 5.500 44iou mo
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Spahr did not elucidate this transition, but went on to subdivide
the 'under 35,000' class into'$5,000-500'and 'under $500' cate-
gories. The Census returns indicated that in the cities the iium-
ber of families owning over $oo worth of property was 'perhaps'
one-third greater than the number owning their homes, while in
the small towns and rural districts it was 'perhaps' one-sixth
greater. As few holdings of real estate were valued at less than
$500, "in the nation at large" the families worth more than $,00
numbered 'perhaps' 1,000,000 more than those that owned their
homes or farms. That is, about 7,000,000 were property-Owning
and about 5,500,000 could "justly be spoken of as propertyless".
Under an assumption that the latter, as a rule, had household
property worth $io, Spahr's final distribution of wealth for
1890 stood as follows: 15
PERCENTAGE OF t'ERCETA(.F
FAMILI}S .%(;(;I(ECATEOF WFMTIIc) Con1ribU1io1ofU'. 1. King
A decade elapsed beforeanother inquirer seriously attempted
a distributionof wealth even for selectedsections of the COLLlltrv,
and another twenty yearsbefore a third attempt was made to
distribute, by size of holding, thenation's material wealth.
CkrtI
LORENZ CURVES OF HOLMES' ANDSPAHR'S
D5TRIBUTIONS OF WEALTH,
UNITED STATES, ¶890
The pioneer work jlj the fieki of the dtstributioii of wealth
and income by size in the United Stateswas (IOIIC h' W. I. Kirg
ill1915.16Although he did not venture to derive a complete
distribution of wealth, his familiaritwith statistical tools makes
his analysis ot the Massachusetts probatedestates data stiflicicntl
important to warrant mention in thissurvey. The origiiial data.
themselves a landmark,arc contained in the 'I'e'ent-Fiflh A ,-
nmd Rrport (i8q.of time Massachusetts Rimi-caitit Smatistics of
16 IVeajfh and Incomeif the People of the Umt'd SSa1e(Newoi kiuit)UIl
lishetl 1915, printing dtcd he.e is thatof l92). cpeciaIh' pp. 64i-6.
IART ONWEALrH -N1) IN(:01E 1)1STItIBUl ION
Labor, and comprised the valuesof estates probated in Massa-
chusetts during the four triennialperiods 1829-31, 1859-61,
1879-81, and i 889-91.' Theestates were classified as to owner-
ship by males or females. For40 per cent of the estates no in-
entory was filed. King excluded theestates of females and as-
suined that the non-inventoriedestates were of the same size
and distril)ution as those filed with inventories.I-Ic found from
reports that the number of deaths of immalcs25 years or
over in Massachusetts for the three periods considered (i 859-61,
187j-81 and i88qqi) exceeded the number ofestatcs filed.
He assumed that these non-probateoestates were insignificant
in value, with an upper limit of $oo andan average value in
time first period of $37and in the other two periods of $400.
ihe resulting (LisU-i bution contains twelvecategories ranging
itoin So tooo,000. A similar analysis WaS made of estates
pi-obated during igoo in six Wisconsin counties, the original
(lata for which appeared in an unpublishedmanuscript by M. 0.
Lorenz. No attempt was made to derive from these Massachu-
setts and Wisconsin data a (listrihution of wealth for the entire
country.
\%Then King returned, some twenty years later, to the task of
constructing a distribution of wealth.' his insight into the prob-
'' C. D. Wright left the Massachusetts Bureau to head the new National Labor
Commission in i888, but he was nonetheless instrumental iii launching this survey
begun "some years" before publication of the l)relmiI1ary resultsfl 1894 (Massa-
chusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor, Twenty-fifth Ann,:,:! Report. 18c)l,P 55)-
C. K Holmes also assisted the Bureau in this woik.
W. I. King, 'Wealth 1)istrihution in the Continental (jnitcd States at the Close
of 1921', Journal of the America,: Stalislical Association, XXII (1927), I35-3
'I'his article represents the product of a niuch more csacnsise investigation than
its length would indkate. King became associate(I with the National Bureau of
Economic Research soon after its establishment in 1920, and continued the study
of wealth and income (Iistril)utiOns initiated in his first hook, Wealth and!flf0711('.
With a corps of assistants he cullclructe(l distributions of both wealth an(l income
for the United States in 1921. As a result of his labors, two book-lengthmatisa-
scripts now on file at the National Bureau of Economic Research were preparcil.
One, entitled 'fhe Distribution of Earnings, Income and Wealth in 1921'. IleVel
progressed beyond the typewritten stage, although it was completed and signed
by King on October i, 1925. The other, cntile(l 'Cradatiotis of Earnings and
IncomeII1921', apparently came nearer puhhcatioii, for it was mimeographed
and given a table of contents and a tiLle page with a 1926 dateline. The latter
rilanuscript was a recasting of the first half of the former mantiscript.
Curiously enough, the aiticle here cited Was esseiitiahlv an abstract of the e,iiilPART ONE
lem had broadened considerably. He not only realized that the
distribution of wealth among decedents was far froni being the
distribution of wealth among the living but he even Conceded
the criticism of Judge R. S. Galer and W. R. Ingalls that the dis-
tribution of wealth among decedents also did not measure the
distribution of wealth among persons near the end of their
careers. The latter relation, previously claimed by King,was
challenged on the grounds that (a) many estates are not probated
at all, (b) some property is held by joint title so that nocourt
record is necessary on the death of one of the title-holders,(c)
some property is transferred at death without any record of its
value (i.e., it is not inventoried), (d) gifts often anticipatedeath.
As a consequence, King concluded that the distributionof wealth
may be approached through three channels: distributionof (a)
estates, (b) wealth among persons shortly before death,(c) wealth
among all the inhabitants of an area.Since no data were avail-
able on the second type of distribution,King was limited to esti-
mating the distribution of wealthby the first and thirdap-
proaches.
The Federal Trade Commissionin its study of National
Wealth and income, publishedin 1926, presented dataon estates
probated during1912-23 in twenty-four counties in twelve
widely scattered states andthe District of Columbia. ByeStunat-
lug from Censusreports the number of wealth-owners(defined
to be 'gainfully employed')who died in thesewunhies during
these years, and byassigning to unreportedestates an arbitrary
value of $ too, Kingconstructed an estimate of the distribution
of wealth amongdecedents.20
portion of the formertypewritten manuscript which,as just noted. apparentl did not come as nearpublication as the first portionon income. The present investigatorwas given permission bythe National Burcau of Economic Research to readboth these manuscripts.This makes itpossible, in this section. to amplify thedescription of King'smethods; and in time next Section, to describe a hithertounpublicizj distributiono income. In the discussion of King's 1921 distributionof wealth. referenwill be made to thepublished article rather than to theunpublishc,J manuscript,wherever possible. 'King, 'Wealth Distribution...'. pp. iii, '44. King refers specifically to Ch. X of W. R. Ingalls,Current EconomicAffairs (York, Pa., 1924). Onp. 44 of Ingalls' opus appearsa recantation, by King.of the probatemirclate'c method. 20 King,pp. si, 144, 145. The data Kingused are contained inCh. II (especialls Table io onp. 58) of the Federal Trade
Commission report entilled National Wealth and Iflcome, Sen.Doe. flfl. 6gth Cong..ist Sess. (Washington, 1926). TheWEALTH ANDINCOMEDISTRIBUTION 13
In the manuscript the attainment of this objective was more
fully explained. Nine-tenths of the $260 billion of wealth in the
United States,!i i.e., $2o billion, were assigned to adults, both
male and female. Of these, 4,580,000 died during 1916--21, and
to these decedents were allotted $30 billion of the $230 billion
of wealth. By extrapolating relevant Massachusetts data, King
estimated that two-thirds, i.e., $20 billion, belonged to the 2,420,-
000 adult males dying during this period. With this as a back-
ground, he proceeded along two routes toward the distribution
goal. In the first, he plotted on double logarithmic paper the
Massachusetts and the federal estates data. Observing that the
two curves w're parallel in the upper wealth class brackets, he
extrapolated the federal data to the lower wealth classes in the
manner indicated by the Massachusetts data. Theinsufficiency
of this method became apparent when the total wealth thus dis-
tributed was summated: it turned out to be only a third of the
previously ascertained total of $20 billion. So this approach was
discarded in favor of another.
The second route to the distribution goal was rather more
devious. The federal data were first reduced from a gross to a net
estate basis, and the class limitscorrespondingly scaled. Then
King proceeded to distribute, by several estate classes over$50,-
000 and one class under $5o,000,the number of estates of adult
male decedents, and their values. The federaldata distributed
the adult decedents that were in the classes over$o,000. The
rest of the 4,580,000 who died were putin the 'under $5o,000'
category. To this distribution wereapplied the 1890 Massachu-
setts figures for the percentageof estates belonging to males,
the 'under $o,000' class again being theresidual. The resulting
distribution was reduced to percentagescumulated, and con-
verted to logarithms. The values of estates weredistributed by a
similar procedure: those of males alone weremade to total $20
billion, and i8go Massachusetts percentages wereused to derive
the value of estates of males fromthe value of estates of both
Federal Trade Commission in its tabulationallotted $asS (the average value of
die poorm class of estates psubated) to thenon-probated estates, while King, as
we have un, allotted only $i00 tosuch estates.
*1 An estimate cflered oy King on p. aaof an artide entitled 'The Net Volume
of Saving in the United Stat&,Journal ofthy American Statistical Association,
XVI1I (yu). This figure Is appreptly an average value for 1916-19.PART ONE '4
males and females. As before, the distribution above the $5o,000
mark followed the Ideral data, while the 'under $50,000' class
absorbed what remained.
With both these distributions rduced to logarithms, thenext
step was to plot theni, after which readings were taken from the
urve to show the distribution of estates among the various per-
tentages of the holders. This made possible constru('tion ofa
Lorenz curve aiid comparison with the Massachusetts data for
i88q-gi. On the basis of this comparison wealth seemedto have
become distributed much more evenly betweenI 88q-j 1 and
1916-21; so much more, in fact, that doubtwas cast upon the
reliability of one or both sets of data. After considerationof pos-
sible sources of bias in the two sets, King concludedthat the true
turve probably lay between the line representing the Massachu-
setts data and that representing the fedekalestates data.22
Developing W. R. Ingalls' method ofanalyzing inventories
and capitalizing income, Kingconstructed the third type of dis-
tribution of wealth:among all the inhabitants 0the United
States.23 His methodwas very complicated and the publishedex-
planation is meagre. Examinationof tile manuscript, however,
makes possible the followingmore detailed description.
King's general approachwas (i) to distribute the farm wealth
among farm owners and tcszmts,(2') to distribute the non-farm
wealth among non-farmers,() tcointunthese distributions
into a distribution ofwealth among allproperty-owners.
Net wealth of farmowners was estimated fromcensus reCOr(lS
by a complicatedsystem involving sundry assumptionsconcern- ing the proportionof agricultural debtborne by farni owners.
the proportion oftenants' equipment theypossessed. and the
22W. L_ Crum has subjecthjthese federalIal;id;it. to iigoroiI% %tiIi'.ti(al analysis in 'The DistributionofVealtlf, Harvard Iiu5inr.c Ri'pm:.No. it (October 1935). He doesnot senture a complete distributio,of wealth: i,istcad. he ignores the lowerwealth dasses andanalyzes the tail of the di,ribution. along the lines laid dosn by Pareto.
25 King, 'WealthDistribution ..'. pp. See especially Ingalls. op. cit.. Ch. X, cited by King. Thischapter is a reprint ofan article appearing in Iron Age. October 4. 1923. wliithwas written to disprovethe popular belief that2 per Cent of the people own 63per cent of the wealth inthe United States. This belief, incidentally, istraceable to King's Wealthand Iuco,nr. Although he madeno attempt to constructa distribution of wealth,Ingalls conclude-s r t.ac the rielw'.t2 per cent oin aboutone-third of the wealth.WEALTH AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION 15
like. The final figure, for the end of 1921,as set at $46.5 billion,
which was then parceled out among the 3,928,000 farmowners.
This total wealth of farm owners was first distributed by size of
farm, on the basis of Census data on the value of farm property
in farms having various acreages. Since the Census gave also the
number of farms in each size class, the assumption that thepro-
portion of tenant-owned farms in each size class was the same
reduced this raw Census distribution to a farm owner basis. The
wealth in each size class was then split between owners and ten-
ants in the same proportion as total acreage in each size class was
split between these two groups. The final step was to cumulate
the wealth (size) classes and farm owner frequencies, and read
off at the desired wealth class intervals the corresponding fre-
quencies. Decumulation gave the distribution of wealth among
farm owners. The resulting curve was smoothed, and the total
wealth made to equal $46.5 billion. By similar statistical pro-
cedures and arbitrary assumptions the net wealth of farmtenants
was estimated and distributed.
King next turned the spotlight on the distribution of wealth
among non-farmers, including agricultural laborers. The first
step was to calculate the distribution of holdings in the stocks of
corporations. The next was to estimate the corporate bond hold-
ings of each wealth class. The funded debt held by individuals
was distributed among income groups in the same proportions
as interest payments. The third step was to distribute the hold-
ings of government bonds among non-farmers, which was also
done on the basis of interest payments.
The sum of the wealth thus far accounted forwealth of farm
owners, wealth of farm tenants, and securities held ii;' non-farm-
erstotaled only one-half of the census estimatc of $298.4 bil-
lion of privately owned wealth in the United States at the end of
1922. This Census estimate, when adjusted to December 31,
1921 conditions, became $281.2 billion, which agreed fairly well
with an independent Ndonal Bureau of Economic Research
estimate of $291.1 billion. Diverse methods were employed to
distribute the other half of the total wealth. Real estate was dis-
tributed along the lines indicated by Statistics of income data
on "profits from sales of real estate, stocks. bonds, etc.", "rents
and royalties", and "interest and investment income"; urbanT;- _..;,.
I
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owner-occupied houses and other consumption goodswere dis-
tributed according to the current money income receivedby the
corresponding sections of the population; and the value ofresid-
ual, miscellaneous wealth items was distributedon the basis of
theStatisticsof Income data on "profits from sales of realestate,
stocks, bonds, etc.", from "business" and from"partnerships
fiduciaries, etc."
As a result of this manipulation, King succeeded indistribut.
ing wealth among non-farmers by income classes.The next step
was to pass to wealth classes. The technique, called MethodI-!,
was frequently employed by King and merits quotation:
"Met/md of Constructinga Frequency Table from a Table
Giving the Total Wealth and Numberof Persons in Each
of a Number of Irregular Classes
i. Cumulate the number ofpersons. Cumulatc the amounts of
wealth. Plot the cumulatedquantities against each other.Run a
smooth curve through the points.
2. Take frequent readings from thecul-ve showing the cumulative
numbers of persons and theircumulative wealth at each point.
. Decumulate the record showing the numbers ofpersons to find the numbers ofpersons in the new classes. Decurnulatethe wealth readings to find the totalwealth in each of thenew classes. Divide
the wealth in each classby the number ofpersons in the class to find
the avetage wealth ofthe class.
Take the mid-pointsbetween the cumulativefrequencies found in (2), and plot againstthe average wealthin each class. Take readingson this cumulativecurve at the desired class limits for wealth.Decumulate to find thenumbers of persons in each class.
Get anapproximate verificationof the results bmultiplying the mid-point ofeach classby theaverage wealth of the class and sunimating the products.The total shouldcorrespond with the knownaggregate of wealth.
If it doesnot approximatelycorrespond, the number of classc in (2) isnot large enough. Bysumrrlating the wealth inseparate sections of thedistribution andcomparing with the dectiiiitilaed
2 This appearsto be a t,pographjmlerror in the original manuscrij,t.l'rcsurn ably 'number ofpersons in each class'should be suhftjtiflJfur 'mid-poini of each class',WEALTH AND INCOME DiSTRIBUTION 17
figures in the early part of the curve, it may be possible to locate the
region in which the major errors occur. in these regions, more read-
ings should be taken in (2) and the later steps should be repeated.
This process should be continued until the results are satisfactory."
The final step in King's construction was to combine the three
distributions of wealth among farm owners, farm tenants, and
non-farmers. The resulting distribution gave the number of
wealth owners, i.e., income recipients, in each of 48 wealth
classes ranging from "$o up to $200" to "$40,000,000 and over".
In this manner $281 billion in wealth was distributed among 41
million wealth holders (i.e., income recipients).
Salient features of the inequality in the distribution of wealth
were pointed out at various places in the manuscript, by means
of simple percentages and Lorenz curves. The latter showed, in-
cidentally, the distribution of Massachusetts estates to be the
most unequal of the three distributions, while the distribution
of the estates reporting under the United States inheritance tax
was the least unequal, and the distribution amongthe living
occupied a middle ground. No conclusions respecting the social
desirability of the existing distribution were essayed.
King is credited also with a distribution of wealth for 1928,
constructed for the Hanover Bank and Trust Company. W.
Tresckow, vice president of the bank, published it in 1931
25
under the title, 'Estimated Cumulative Distribution of Private
Property of Individuals among the Entire Population'.The
cumulation is from rich to poor. The distribution applies to the
continental United States, as of the end of 1928, and contains
forty wealth classes. By means of Lorenz curves itis compared
with King's distribution for 1921. No comments concerningthe
methods or data used in constructing the 1928distribution are
offered by Mr. Tresckow. His sole concern is with thesignificance
of these data for trust departments ofbanks. Moreover, there
seems to be no publicationby King describing this distribution.2
2 'Trust Business Possibilities; The Distribution of theWealth of the United
States and Potential Triiston', iluvrough's Clearing House,September sgi, pp.
13-15, 43. 44.
sIn a letter to the writer dated April 4, 5938, Kingstated that the method was
fundamentally the same as that used in calculating the igatdistribution of wealth.S
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d) Doane's 'greater diffusion'
Since King's endeavors, only one atteIflJ)t to distribute by sizethe
wealth of the people of the United States seems to have beenpub.
lished: that by R. R. Duane in 1935. Ina series of articles in the
Annal:sl,2?Mr. Doane patently set out to justify theI)1eseit dis-
tribution of wealth, using as hisl)aSICdata prol)ate(l estates fig-
tires previously analyzed by other Sttl(ICflts of the problemand
tdX payments information appearing in official pttl)lications.The
latter procedure holds special interest forus, sincebymeans of
total tax payments and certain other informationin the l'reasurv
Department's Statistics of Income and theCensus publication.
Financial Statistics of State and LocalGovernme,zic,');2,Doane
constructed a distribution ofgross private wealth holdings by
income classes in the United States for1932.25He launched his
7 'Summary of the Evidenceon the National Wealth and its mt leasingDiffti'j011'. July 26. 1935,pp. 115-8;
'An Accurate National WealthCensus: Statistical and Otherliinitalio,is'. Aug. 2,1935, 158;
'Tax Pa)ments as an Aidto More Exact Meaqiremof Wealth Distributions', Aug 9, ig;, pp. 189,214;
'Changes in the Distributionof Wealth Since i88o; (;reaicrDiffusion SIinwn. Aug. i6. Ig.pp. 222-4:
'The Geographic Distributionof the Phrskal %Vc'alth in thelnited States'. \m. '5' 1935, pp 676-9,
'Property Ownership byStates; Security Holdings.Insurance Fquities. eie.. Dec. 20,1935, pp. 844-6;
'The Division oh the NationalWealth between Farm andNon-Fa,-m Piupeits'. Jan.a, 1936, pp. ig6, 197;
'Distribution of Corporate,Individual and Phuic Debtsand Fqi,iiie, i \I.n 15, 1936, pp. 7L8, 719. 725.
Several other dunq1jsfarticles, not origi,iallsintendeil to be :i pail nit hisSCI nevertheiebelong there:
R. 1-1. Jackson, 'FullTextorMemorandum on the NationalWealth andlisl)k. tribution', Aug. 30,1935, p. 292 (a criticismof tile niethods ;,iiilfi"ttr'used by Doane in his thirdarticle);
R. Doane, 'Rejoinder',Aug.o, iq5, pp.292, 293, 312; N. Whitney, 'Weaknessof Data Supporting
Conch,,c011 of tIicreaseiiil)iI fusion of Wealth',March 6, 1935,pp. 368, 369, 392:
R.. R. Doane, 'StatisticalBases for NationalWealth Ectimat'MaI(hl'. ii't. p. 478 (a reply to Whitney'sCliticism); S N. Whitney,'Statistical Bases forNational Wealth Estiniat piil in, iq6 pp. 562 (a further rebuttalto Doane, in letterform). 2$ See p. i8g of histhird article listedabove. lflCi(lcfltall5Doan' in ses-cijl ii, stances cites p. 68 of theCensus reporton Fi,,a,,cji,1 SIaljifjrsof Slate atnj Iota!WEALTH AND INCOME D1STR1BIJTION 19
construction by distributing total tax payments (other than fed.
era! incore taxes) by income classes above$5,000,adding cor-
porate taxes to this total and allotting the rest of the tax bill (as-
certained in an unexplained manner) to all income classes under
$5,000.Although some of the arithmetic is not clear, Doane
seems to have distributed the Census total for annual valuation
of property among (i) income classes over $5,000, (2) corpora-
tions, () a 'non-reporting' group later assumed equal to income
classes under$,000.This allocation was carried out roughly
according to a Census estimate that the average tax rate per $ioo
of assessed valuation was $3.o8 111 1932. The tax payments were
distributed among the income classes over $5,000 apparently in
proportions derivable from Statistics of Income data for 1932.
His references to this source are too general to allow checking
these percentages. Once the general property was distributed,
the corporate holdings were dropped out, the group 'non-report-
ing' was labeled 'under $5,000', and the addition to this distri-
bution of intangible property was undertaken. Relying pri-
manly on Statistics of Income data he allocated, to the various
income classes tax exempt securities, other bonds, notes and mort-
gages, capital stock, savings and other deposits, and life insurance
equities.2 His resulting distribution presented total gross hold-
ings by income classes, with incomes above$5,000divided into
nine categories, and those under$5,000included in one category.
No figures were given for the number of wealth holders (or of
income recipients). During the week a significant transformation
of this distribution took place, for in the next (the fourth) article
it was summarized in such a fashion that tile incomes under
$5,003 fell into four classes, and the percentages of total number
and value were given not only for each of these four classes but
also for each of eight classes over $5oo0. Neither the method of
ascertaining and distributing the number of wealth holders nor
the manner in which the wealth holdings of the 'tinder$,000'
class were divided into four sub-categories is indicated. No abso-
lute figures are given in the final distribution, only the perc.nt-
Governments, 1932, when he must mean p. (16; a VbIe of contents appears on
p. 68.
2911 was with this phase of his analysis that K. H. Jackson,then Counsel (or the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, raised his most serious objections. Jacksoncharac-




ages of an unknown total. Apparently it is to be taken on faith,
and in any case it is in terms of wealth per income class, notper
class of wealth holders.
The rest of Doaiie's analysis, in which he tries to demonstrate
an increasing diffusion or lessening inequality in wealth distri-
bution since i88o, is not of particular interest to us becausehe
uses (sometimes in misleading form) 30 data, prepared by other
investigators, with which we are already fainili1i: Mcachttsetts
estates data for 187q-81, Lorenz's data for six Wisconsin counties
in igoo, King's computation of a complete distribution ofwealth
for the continental United States in!2 i, and, finally, his ow
figures for the distribution of wealth in
e)Lehmann's novel method
In recent years an ingenious method forestimating theamount
of wealth held by the richer classes has beenemployed by Fritz
Lehmaiin, In his contributionto PoliticalandEconomic De-
mocracy a general outline of the method ispresented. In a later
publication, it is explained further.31
Briefly, the methodruns as follows: From the estate tax tabu-
lation in StatisticsofIncome ascertain theaverage value of es-
tates in each estate class by subtracting90 per cent of the 'Debts,
unpaid mortgages, etc.' fromthe 'Total gross estate' and divid-
ing the remainder bythe number ofreturns in the given estate
class. Determine bycorrelation the function relatingthis aver-
age valuc of estate to the item'Capital stock in corporations',
30 For example, estatesof females were not excludedloin the \Iassachucects daLi. although King was carefulto subtract them because it couldnot he expected that their estates wouldbe comparable to those fliedb males. itv including the estates of females, Doaneincreased the inequal;ty ofhis earliest distribution. which had the effect ofindicating an increasingdiffusion of wealth through time when it wascompared with the later figures.
33 Fritz Lehmann,'The Distribution ofWealth', Political and Foio,,iic J)'ioc racy, ed. by Max Ascoliand Fritz Lehmann(New York, I97,ijj: Gerhard CoIm an-I FritzLehmann, EcononikConsequencc of fleceuf .I,nericau Tax Policy, supplementi. (1938) to Social Research.See especially pp-0-55. and Appendix A, preparedby Charles Stewart,entitled 'Method of Estimating the Influence of the PersonalIncome, Gift and EstateTaxes upon Savings atiti the Distribution of Wealth',pp. gt-8. For a detailed statementof the technique and evaluation of its adsantagesand limitationssee Charles Ste;sjit. l'ai t iwo. ilk. cussion by %V. L, Crum,Milton Friedman,arid Fritz Lehman,1 anti Mi Scessart reply.WEALTH AND INCOMEDISTRIBUTIoN 21
found in the same estate tax table. Bymeans of (a) this function,
(b) the personal income tax tabulationof 'Dividends on stock
of domestic corporation', and (c)an assumed average dividend
rate for common stock, compute theaverage size of estate cor-
responding to the various incomeclasses. That isto say, from tile
regression line associating stock holdingswith average size of
estate 'read' the average size of estatecorresponding to the capi-
talized value of common stock dividends.
There are several statistical defects andarbitrary assumptions
implicit in this method,as Lhmann is careful to emphasize.
Moreover, it gives only the tail of thewealth distribution, and
fails to tell anything about the bulk ofthe wealth holdings.
Finally, it shows the wealth holdings bythe constituents of in-
come classes, not of wealth classes; so there remains the problem
of passing from income to wealth classes. Nevertheless,the results
have a fair share of utility, and Lebmanu's analysisis an excellent
example of those problems the study of which is facilitatedby
a knowledge of the size distribution of wealth and income.
2 PURPOSE OF THE STUDIES
It was no mere coincidence that the Sherman Anti-TrustAct
and the genesis ofa more or less intensive study of thi" distribu-
don of American wealth both occurred in the last decade of the
nineteenth century. The first phase of the so-calledtrust move-
meincharacterized by trusts-proper, such as the original Stand-
ard Oil combine of i 879----was drawing toa close, and the growth
of monopolies was about to enter upon its second phase, that of
holding companies and giant consolidations. Moreover, the
secular fall in prices had reached its trough.
a) Early students ethically motivated
Both Holmes and Spahr seemed to be gravely concerned about
the inequality in the distribution of wealth indicated by their
estimates. They were apparently more interested in the social
implications of the figures they compiled than in the accuracy
and representativeness, from a statistical standpoint, of their
resulting distributions. Holmes did not make a specific study of
the tax problem in his artide, yet he did suggest "progressive
taxes on income, gifts and inheritances" to keep the concentra-S
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tion of wealth from going too 1ar.Spahr, ilthotigJi his l)ook
was labeled The Present Distribution of Wealth in the tins/ed
States) nevertheless felt that the inequalityin this distri'titiot
warranted devoting the concluding portion of histext 0) tlw
problem of taxation, especially the inequity of thetax l)urdcn
iii relation to the distribution of wealth and income.Singularly
enough, although he was Writing l)Ck)rC the (laysof our iliconw
tax, lie conciuded that the tax lmrden withrespc(;t to 111(011w
was relatively just, but with respect to wealth, relativelyunjust.
He even forecast a progressiveproperty lax. SO alarmed was he h
the widening gulf between classes. Finally.Spahir pondered tax-
ation as a solution to the wealthdistribution prol)lem long
enough to perceive that "the future lawswhich) shall make better
or worse the (listrlhutjon ofproperty are likels to accomplish
their end, not by the bodilytransfer of property frontone class to
another, but by makingmore equal or more unequal the (histri-
bution of the future incomesof the people".This quotation
confirnis a Suspicion heldas early as Spahr's day that the real key
to the problem of theconcentration of wealth resided tilt ima tcl in the disti-jbutioof income.
b) King's purpose.clatistical
By the time King madehis analysis of theWeal//s and lneo,ne of1/sePeople of Ihe UnitedStates ini q i rj. he was able to say
without serious dangerof beingcontroverted that the distribu- tion of irICon)ewas more important thanthe distrihutloit of wealth, and that thelatter wouldnot iteed to be analyzed,were it not that thelession of wealth givespower. Before launch- ing his statisticalinquiry, King discussedin general terms the problem of wealthconcentiitio,i, and conclu(te(lthat only a moderate (not the existing)iliequality in distributl911of wealth was justified by socialand economicconsiderations. Not until the end of the hookdid lierevert to the ethicalprobleni iiivolved in wealth andincome distributionwheji he citedPOPtIlatioII as a controlling factor, andemphasized the slogan"Poverty must go".34 Noprogram of taxationwas proj)osed anda transfer of
32RoImes op. cit.,p. 600.
33 Spahr, op. cit.,p.
'4 King. op.Cd., pp. 238-55.wealth was frowned upon. The problem foremost in his mind
seemed to be statistical. I-Ic was concerned with constructing an
accurate and representative distribution of wealth for iio. It
has already been pointed out that this analysis was only for
selected sections, not for the country as a whole. Therefore, our
chief interest centers on a later work by him, in which a complete
distribution of wealth for the continental United States was es-
sayed.
In this second study, King seems to have changed his mind
somewhat as to the usefulness of wealth distribution ana1ysi,
tor he states that "from the social standpoint, nothing can be of
greater significance" than the distribution of wealth per person
or per family.3As before, he asserted that "the outstanding
characteristic of wealth is that to its owner it gives power", and
that "the possession of wealth is a great convenience"." He now
emphasized, perhaps more than before, the p&litical significance
of wealth, a wide diffusion of wealth being taken to imply politi-
cal stability. Aside from these brief comments, King in his
second study was concerned solely with the statitica1 problem
of constructing a distribution of wealth among the inhabitants
of the United States. Even the slight ethical tinge of his preceding
study is absent, by design."
c) Doane an apologist
The purpose of the most recent complete distribution of wealth
is not far to seek. Doane is an apologist for the present concen-
tration of wealth in the United States, and his purpose was not
only to show that wealth concentration is decreasirg but that
the current inequality in the distribution of wealth is justified
on the basis of age differences in thepopulation. The problem
of statistical analysis seemed to be secondary, though the study
'5 Wealth Distribution in the Continental United States at the Close of 1921',
p. 139.
"Ibid., p. 140.
aT Ibid., p. '53. No elaboration of this teleological design is offered in the manu-
script. King dismissed the question by referring in the Introduction to two groups
particularly interested in the distribution of wealth and income: reformers and
sales managers. The former need to know the facts about inequalityof wealth
holdings and income receipts in order the better to carry out their social programs.
The latter are anxious to know how wealth is distributed andincome divided in
order to gauge correctly the demand for their producta.
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is replete with figures. It isto be expected that I)oane would
steer clear of such problems as redistribution bytaxation.politi-
cal stal)ility, and social security, whichengaged earlier studejits
of the wealth question.
3 STATISTICAL ADEQUACY OF TIlE STL)DIES
So far as statistical adequacy isconcerned, all our inquiries have
been impeded bya dearth of pertinent data. In additioneach
study has individual defects.
Holmes, relying on Census dataof farm and homeproprietor ship, did not constructa frequency distribution of wealthhold- ings; he wascontent with noting, after the fashionof Lore,iz
curve analysis, the proportions ofwealth held by givenpropor-
tions of the population, andno rigorous accuracy for thesefig-
tires was claimed. In general, Holmes'study presents onlyrough estinlates of the generalconcentration of wealth holdingsin the United States, andis not quite in thesame class with the later studies.
a) Spahr's wea*nesses
Spahr, by utilizinga method long popular inEurope, attempted
to construct an actualfrequency (listributionof the wealth hold- ings for the entireUnited States. We haveseen that he relied on probated estate recordsfor New York Stateoutside New York City and Brooklyn,and on certain Censusfarm mortgage data respecting thevalue of farms. Inaddition to his too freeuse of 'commonobservation' whenstatistics were eitherfew or biased,Spahr's analyss isopen to the folloviiigOhjCCtiofls: 1.It seems improbablethat New YorkState outside of the metropolitan areawas rcpresentatj%e ofthe entirecountry, es- pecially in i8qo,with respectto the distributionof wealth. Not
58 An oft-quotedstatement from the Preface(p. v) of Spalir\ hook, folloivc:"lhc concIusioreached respecting thepresent distril)IItj0fl ofproperty aIR! H1(Ornes are in the main those which
common observation has forcedupon thought ml men and women in the ordinarywalks of life. Thewriter has learned,and hopes to teach, that, uponmatters coming withinits field, thecommon observaijoiu of common people is moretrustsvorthy than thestatistical investgario,usof the most unprejudicedexperts. Indeed, he hascome to believe thatsoci;tl statistics are only trustworthy whenthey show to theworld at large whatcommo, ob- servation shows to thosepersonally familiar withthe conditionsdescrit)e(1"WEALTH AND INCOME DISTRIBUTiON 25
only was New York Stateone of the first to be colonized and
settled, hut it was also industrial while the states in the South
and growing West were predominantly agricultural. Theone
link made to farm mortgage dataseems insufficient to com
pensate for this basic dissimilarity.
2.Even if the data for New York State were representative of
the entire country, there is still the question of how closelya dis-
tribution of wealth among decedents represents themore realistic
concept of the distribution of wealth among the 12,500,000 fam-
ilies in the United States. As mentioned above, this defect has
long been recognized, for not onlyare many estates never filed
for probate, but some of those which are filed have no inventories
attached, considerable property is held jointly (e.g., by husband
and wife), and gifts in anticipation of death are common. In ad-
dition there is a tendency to underestimate large estates for tax
reasons and exaggerate small ones by failing to specify the debts.
By adjusting the original data Spahr tried to overcome some
of these defects, but not until King's first study was a systematic
attempt made to correct for these errors.
.As already pointed out, 'it is estimated' is the weak point
in Spahr's entire analysis, and his resulting distribution of wealth
was little more than a guess, bearing only general similarity to
the probated estates data originally intended to be basic.
4.An identity was assumed between estates and families that
is neither explained nor readily apparent.
.Finally, no careful definition of wealth was attempted.
The concept employed seems to involve both realty and per-
sonalty, while the chance that there might be overlapping be-
tween the two in his complete distribution was not mentioned.
The total aggregate wealth actually allocated to the i 2,500,000
families was apparently a Census estimate of the tangible prop-
erty in the United States.4°
391.e.,his estimate that about one-eighth of the farms seemed to be worth more
than $,000 each.
40According to the Compendiumo,f the Eleventh Census, 1890,Part Hi, p. 94,
"The true valuation of all tangible property in the United States, exclusive of
Alaska, at the close of the Census period, i8go. amounted to $65,o37o9I,197." No
account is taken of "credit money, or of promissory notes, mortgages, or securities,
although such items are frequently subject to ad valorem taxation". True valua-
tion' is construed to mean 'fair selling price'. Real estate constitutes two-thirds ofb) King relativelysutis/acloiy
King, in both hisstudies, gave evidence of beinga relatively
thorough and careful stati3tician.Yet defects arepresent. In his
book, Wealth andIncome, he atteiiiptcd partialCoverage in his
distribution, using probatedestates data for Massachusettsand
Wisconsin. Such recordsare open to the objections pointedout in connection withSpalir's study, while King'sattempts to over-
come some o the more obviousdefects in these originaldata are questionable. He offersno justification for hismaximuiii limit of $oo assignedto non-probatedestates of Massachusettsmales who died when25 years or older, andone wonders why he should have assignedan average value of$375 to such estates in thefirst period studied and$400 in each of theother two. A. A.Young has suggestedas a further criticism ofKing's method thatlie should have allowedfor the muchgreater inequality ofposses- skins amongmen at the close of lifethan amongmen with a normal age distribution.4'Finally, even forMassachusetts, the distributionconstitutes onlya sample, since the40 per cent of the estates filedwithout inveno-were assumed to be distrib- uted in thesame proportionsas the other ioper cent. A similar criticism is applicableto all the distributionsbased on probated estates records.
King's second,more alnljitjousattempt to Constructa (histri- bution of wealthfor the entirecountry was so inadequatelyex- plained in thepublished article thatevaluation of itmust have reference to themanuscript description.The use ofprobated estates data_thimethod Kingemployed in his firsti q2 i chist ii- hutiOl)_.Jis alreadybeen criticizc(l.It need only beadded [fiat 1Iii $65 bill ion toiji,with iaih-oailsaiikiiig '(Ton(, Otiwii1rjiiIku,l aic pI;IIo machinery and rawmaterials plus fInishc(lgoods o, hand farminrentot icc iii- eluding livestock,mines and quarries,gold and siJcr,anti ions. ping and canals.According to PartI of 11w Cmn/)e,l(lj,,,fl
i6. thnlllsII)er of families isput at '2.6go,i
41 A. A. Young'sreview of King'sI VeoltI (Old !iUofljQuatle,/ jm,n,ujc,i Li nomics, XXX (1916),583. This criticismwhile not obviousariorj, may he borne out by King's1927 article in whichthe distribution ofwealth among all the people of theUnited States in1921 was shown to beless unequal than the distribution of wealthanlolig decedents iiit%velltVfotir .scattere(1Counties tltiii,i 1912-23 (p. 151). on theother hand, themetilod ofconstr(mctiig the 1921 tlistribu lion (on the basisof income classes)may hjve beets511th as 1<);lticiitiate the inequality in thedistribution.WEALTH AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION 27
the divergence among the distributions obtained by the differ-
ent applications of this methodi.e., Massachusetts data ot
1889-91 and King's two wealth distributions based on probated
estates and described in the manuscriptdoes nothing to dis-
pel the doubt cast over the results. The process of capitalizing
incomeKing's second1921methodis likewise dangerous be-
cause the returns from different but monetarily equal units of
capital vary greatly. Since two persons with the same income
from capital may have widely different amounts of capital, it
would seem that a distribution of wealth constructed by capital-
izing income is essentially a distribution of income. Wealth
holders are classified by income classes and the aggregate wealth
is distributed among these wealth holders roughly in proportion
to their incomes. Such results may give a general idea of the
distribution of wealth; but as frequency distributions amenable
to measurement and interpretation, they are obviously inade-
quate. In addition, this method required the assumption that
the class of wealth holders is identical with the class of income
recipients. Unless the wealth tally was sufficiently refined to reg-
ister relatively minute holdings, it would seem that the latter
class was larger than the former. Also, if capital losses were takeii
into account, it might well be that certain persons with wealth
would still have no income. Finally, the assumptions required
in utilizing the farm and income tax data were not only numer-
ous but also arbitrary.
c) Doane confusing
Compared with Doane's construction of a distribution of wealth
for 1932, King's statistical method is a model. Doane's analysis
is more heavily documented, but not much more effectively,
since certain page references are so general as to be virtually
useless. Because Doane follows the principle that the real prop-
erty of an individual is some multiple of his tax payments, heis
open to a criticism similar to that inveighedagainst King: an
average tax bill per unit of assessed valuation is bound to con-
ceal variations that would alter radically the wealth holdings of
individuals. Further, his method of passing from assessed valua-
tion to real value is based on another general average derived
from National Industrial Conference Board figures, and is open--,:----.
I
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to the same criticism of concealing significant variationsamong
properties. Since not only assessed valuations but alsotax rates
may vary markedly from section to section, and among kinds
of property within a section, such estimates of thedistrIl)UtjOfl of
real property are questionable. Doane's distributionof such per-
sonatty as securities, life insurance, and savings depositshas not
only been found factually wanting by R. H. Jackson,42but also
involves the previously criticized principle ofestimating wealth
by capitalizing income. In general, itseems that Doane greatly
exaggerated the number of holders of such personaltyby fafling
to consider duplications arising from the fact thatone person
may hold stock in several companies, thatmany life insurance
policies are industrial and others weekly(among wage earners,
especially), and that a personmay have life insurance policies
and savings deposits inmore than one institution. Moreover,
Doane's resulting distributionof percentages explains neither
how the number of wealth holderswas estimated and distributed
nor how the class interval of 'under $5,000'was subdivided into
four categories. Finally, Doanedoes not convert his 'wealth
holdings by income classes' intothe more consistent 'wealth
holdings by wealth classes'.Doane's distribution resolvesitself
into a distribution ofwealth arranged in theproportions in
which income is distributed,which is in turn tnadeto follow
the distribution oftax payments. Precisely whatmeaning such
a distribution has is hazardousto predict.
In general, the statisticalpicture presented by theseattempts
to construct distributions ofwealth holdings by size inthe tiiiited
States is as gloomyas the picture of ourconcentratjoi of wealth
itself is to some people.Not only is therea paucity of pertinent
data, but (a)no decision has beenmade as to what constitutes
wealthwhat that is, shouldbe distributedamong the individ-
uals or families, (b)there is noagreement whether wealth dis-
tributions should beon the basis of individualsor families (or
424nnali.cg, August o, p. 292.
48This would deceptively showa greater diffusion Ihrougltime (when compared with earlier distrjbutjobased on estates), forincome is distril)utc(jmore eeiiI' than wealth because humanskills and capacitiesare not incltuIcI inealth ec timates.WEALTH AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION 29
estates),44 and (c) there is some question as to the intrinsic use-
fulness of a distribution of wealth, when a distribution of in-
come is contemporaneously available. King suggested as the
chief merit of the former that it revealed the distribution of
power and of security against emergencies. But it may also be
argued that the distribution of income is equally revealing as
to the distribution of economic power, and more important in
certain tax problems, in analyses of savings and the velocity of
money, in the problem of welfare horn the subsistence and stand-
ard of living viewpoint, and in economic theory. The problem is
complex, but it has yet to be proved that a distribution of wealth
is of as great intrinsic value in the study of social prsblems as a
distribution of income.
4 RECAPITULATION OF WEALTH DISTRIBUTION STUDIES
The salient characteristics of these earlier studies of the distri-
bution of wealth can perhaps best be contrasted by an outline
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Ii Aiierjcwz Studies of the Distributw,iof income
IHISTORY AND METHODS
Analysis of the distribution ofiflcome seems to have been secon-
dary to, and certainlycame later than, study of the distribution
of wealth. Yet in discussion ofsocial problems the formersoon
gained a significancenot accorded the latter, and recent attempts
to construct adequate distributionsof income have l)Cdfl not
only more numerous but alsoon the whole ziiorc succesfuI tiiaii
similar endeavors in the fieldof wealth distribution.
The problems encounteredin constructinga distribution oi
income are similarto those faced in buildinga distribution of
wealth. As before, thereare two substantive elements:income
and the receiving unit.The former hasno Single simple mean-
ing. The money valueof the total flow ofeconomic goods ema-
nating from wealth (bothartificial and human) duringa period
such as a year isCommonly referredto as national iIl(OIflC,coit-
cerning which there is alreadya considerable body of acadctniu
literature, an imposingarray of estimates, andan CXtCflSiveWEALTH AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION
amount of government aswell as public press discussion.But the
total that is employed in constructing adistribution of income
by size need not be, and for manyproblems should not be,the
same as the total thatis relevant as a comprehensive measureof
the end-product of the economic system.The second element--
income recipientadmits of as manydefinitions as the wealth-
holding unit previously described.
As with wealth holdings, therehas been no complete census
of individual or family incomesin the United States.Therefore
the problem is again one ofraising a sample to universal Cov-
erage. It is chieflyin the nature of the samples inthe assumptionS
used in inflating them, and inthe choice of incomerecipient
that the various distributionsof income differ.
a) Spa/zr first to try
As a sequel to his constructionof the distribution ofwealth,
Spahr in i 8g6 essayed adistribution of income amongfamilies
in the United States. There weretour steps in his analysis.
Total national income wascomputed on the basis of Census
returns and labor bureaureports of state andfederal govern-
ments. Agricultural income wasassumed equal to the 1889 value
of farm product plus anestimate of the rental valueof farm
houses. Manufacturing income wasderived from Massachusetts
data on wages and profitsand from railroads andmines data
in the Census reports. Serviceincome was based on wagesand
profits in stores, whileprofessional income wasestimated from
that of ministers and doctors.In estimating manufacturingand
service income from wage rates(not earnings), average unem-
ployment was allowed for inthe following proportions: adollar
a dayimplied $260 per year, while $8 perweek meant $6o per
year. Income fromurban real estate wasestimated at 6 2/3 per
cent of its value.The tots! income, prior totaxation, of the 22,-
735,000 personsgainfully employed in i8go wasfinally set at
$io,800,000,000.45 This total wasdistributed among the 12,500,-
000 families in theUnited States.
Spahr, op. cii, Ch. V andVI, especially pp. io.. 105.This is more than a
billion less than King's 1915estimate of the national incomein i8go (see Wealth
and Income, p. 152).32 I'ART ON F
After enunciating the generalization that capitalre dyed two.
fifths of the national income, and labor of allkinds the other
three-fifths, Spahr declared that the 'safest guides'in the distr
bution of income by classeswere the previously ascertained dis-
tributioti of property, 'common observation'respecting the pro-
fessional and business incomes of thewealthy and well-to-do,
and Boston data on the distribution ofrents.4° On the basis of
these guides, Spahr decided that the'$o,000 and over' ClaSS Of
wealth holders correspondedto the '$5,000 and over' class of in-
conic recipients, with the modification that75,000 of the well-
b-do families with pOSSessions lessthan S-o.000 were also inthe
'$5,000 and over' income category, therebyswelling the families
in this group to200,000. Similarly, the '$o.000S,000'class
of wealth holderswas assumed commensurate with the 'S.000-
$1,200' class of incomerecipients. The above ad justnleiit whereby
75,000 of the families in this well-to-doclass were promotedto
the '$5,000 and over'category left i,'oo,000 families inthe well-
to-do group. 'T'hus far thewealth class intervals havebeen con-
verteci to income class intervals,anti the number of familiesin
each class redistributed
'Flie transfer of75,00o families to the wealthy classwas ac-
companied by anincrease of $2.5 billion in the wealthhol(lmgs of that group, while$i billion (representinghousehold goods
were subtracted from this figure,leaving a total ofS3l5 billion. The wealth holdingsof the well-to-dowere rc(luccd S4 billion
because of this familyshift and onaccount of household goods,
while the wealth ofthe poorer classwas t-ut Si
.billion l)y the deduction of householdgoods. These classestherefore had left Si q billion andS7.5 billion,res})eUiel)' The rctuiii on this capital was estimatedat 7 per cent fur thic svealtlivand well-to-do classes, and 8per tent for the poorerclasses.
The final stepwas to estimate theaverage labor income of the families in each class.That for the wealthyclasses was set at
46Spahr, o. cit.,pp. il2I.The icuIcr is rcfcrrc(1in Spain's disti iinitioii of wealth piecented in Sec.1,i, b alc, which is usedas thetarihgpoint lot rite construction of hisincome (listril)lllIon
4!büL. pp. I2-.No reason is gicnfor ihchoice of these ilirertrtt, and OHC hin ide,si IiI he poor shot, 1(1cli joy aii igitetei ui at'i et 'ui,i bin(lit rich. .Sureiv (liepooi- are not better ableto snake wise aiid luciatice ins estluelitsWEALTH AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION 33
$,5oo, for the well-to-do 51,200, and for the poorer 5980, the
last-named figure being a weighted average of an urban income
of $500 and a rural income of $3o0. Although no precise method
for estimating these averages is given, they are probably based
on common observation, and made to jibe with the aforemen-
tioned dictum that labor of all kinds received three-fifths of the
national income.
C. B. Spahr
DISTRIRU1 ION OF INCOME IN THE tJNITEI) STATES, i8qo4S
(PRIoR Ed TAXATION)
It is possible to expand the resulting distribution, sumlflariZe(l
ni the accompanying table, by an added commentof Spahr's:
More than five-sixths of the income of the wealthiest class is re-
ceived by the 125,000 richest families, while less than one-half
of the income of the working-classes is received by the poorest
6,500,000 families." This statement has been introduced by the
present writer into the foregoing table, and averagefamily in-
comes computed. with the accompanyingapproximate results.
C. B Spahr
EXPANDED DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME IN THE UNITED STATES, i8
A. J. Ferris, a Philadelphia writer with pronounced precon-
ceptions, cast Spahr's income distribution, by a series of unex-
plained adjustments and assumptions, into a different form.
48 Ibid., p. 128.
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Fii-j5, in anote to this table,stales: ''Theprescin ciassjfjcatjoii into se era! divisionsis an ainplificatioiiof Dr. Spahr's,foliojJ) the data given inhis book when theycast any light on thesubject, and br therest simply basedon probability and theanalogy oh the niatnciassiiicatioii Theresults here givenhave been Sill). mined toDr. Spalir, and intheir generalfeatures wereapproved by hini." Becauseof the transitionfrom a familyto a person basis, it is bardto draw conc1usioiconcerniig differencesin the shapes of SJ)ahfs andFerris' distributionsAnd since thistransjtion....... ordinarily a difficultand trcacllcroticstatistical job-_isziot plained, nojudgmentconcerning its validityis possible. Con- lidence in Ferris'adjustmeiits, howeveris notencouraged by the nature of ins proposalfor alleviatingtile existinginequality iii the dim ibutjoof 'flcOiUesFerris wouldincrease everyone'sin- conb Si Go, tileapproxjniateamount of t lieaverage income ill i 80. Stich astep, hereasons woulddouble prices,make each man's realincoe equalone-half of hisformerlnonc(ar incOme J)iliS One-halfof tileI Go avel-ageIIicOflI. and t1iet-ebreduce thoseI1iCOfl1C above tileaverage and iucrca.those below the i vcra.5 nella naïve Suggestionis tyj)iCal ofFerris' hook.
ii)SireiglitofJs/i jeduziay
A fineSense ofcautio11, Statistically.CIIaractcrjzc(j[lie iicxt St iidcnt of tileProl)lem, F. i-I.Streigiitotr In hisi12I l!dy of the 5°A. j. Ferris,Pauperizing theRich (Phula(tel1)h218q)I;If)uIatj(), fIfgji.
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Distribution of Incomes in the United States,5' he was concerned
primarily with pointing out the utility of income statistics, the
available American data on incomes, and their insufuiciency for
the construction of a complete distribution of income. He tried
to derive the distribution of income from property, butfinally
concluded: (a) the number of persons receiving income from
capital is large but unknown, (b) the total national income from
capital cannot be accurately determined, (c) the distribution of
income from property is a futile quest. Although he realized that
value of farm product was not equal to net fat-in income, and that
wage rates were not distributed in the samefashion as earnings,
Streightoff did employ such figures to construct a "distribution of
incomes primarily from labor". I-us principal sources were the
Eighteenth Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor
(1903), the Censuses of Mines and Quarries (1902), of Manufac-
tures (1905), and of Agriculture (1900), Kansas Bureauof Labor
Reports (19o3-o7), and the Annual Minutes of tentypical Meth-
odist Episcopal Church conferences (1910). Ills resultingtable
distributed among three income classes the 19,658,000 males i6
years and older gainfully occupiedin the United States in 1904,
including industrial workers, ministers, agriculturallaborers,
and heads of farm families. Since neither the incomereceived by
each class nor by the total group was estimated, afrequency dis-
tribution in Lorenz curve form of Streightoff's resultsis not
practicable.
c) King again the pioneer
As in the field of wealth distribution, soin that of income
distribution, W. I. King did the pioneer work asfar as statis-
tical adequacy is concerned. In his 1915 studylie agreed with
Streightoff "that it is, at present, impossible togive any accurate
picture of the distribution of incomes anioligthe population as
a whole."However, he had some Wisconsin income taxdata
not available to Streightoff, sohc attempted "to classify roughly
the twenty-eight millions of familiesliving in the Continental
United States according to the incomewhich each, respectively,
e si Columbia University Studies. Vol. Iii, No.2(New York,1912),especially pp.
46-56. i. iro.
52Wealth and income,p. 219.PARt ONj
receives."King took as granted that"any elaSsIflcatjonof in- come IDUSE necessarily, be basedLlOfl reCtq)t Of familiesrather than individuals forits by families that Intomesate recelsed and disbursed".Although the methodsfollowed by Kingin constructing his distribution ofincome amongfamilies iniq "were mainly graphicand were too variedto describe here",ss they may be groupedinto three divisions.
Wisconsin incometax data compiled by H.M. Trumhmver were used to solve the questionof how middle classincomeswere distributed. Wisconsjziwas considered a "peculiarlygood sample state" with aper capita wealth "aboutequal to theaverage for the United Statesas a whole" Therefore,the centralpart of the curve for Wisconsinwas considered "fairlyrepresentative for the middle classthroughout the entirenation".se
The incomesof the wealthywere inferred from UnitedStates Treasury Departmentand Congressionalestimates of the in. comes of the very richin certainmetropolitan Centers inthe East, and frompreliminaryreports on the federalincome (ax. Lower class incomeswere estimated on thebasis of Censusdata, reports of the UnitedStates Commissiomierof Labor, and1nves. gations by the bureausof labor of thevarious states. Thesewere supplerne,lted by privatestudies of workiuginen 'S biulgets. The results ofthese threemethods werecombined inan un- explained fashionto give "TheEstimated Distrihutiomiof lii- come among theFamilies of theContinental UnitedStates in lO".The fifty classintervals includedliinilyincomes be- tween $o and $50,000000 Forincomes under $ i,.00 the recip- ients wereclassified as'single men', 'singlewomeji', and 'menor widows with fami!jes'for incomesover $1,400 the onlyunit of income recipientwas the family.
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uonal product was of prime, not secondary importance.Spain
and Streightoff considered the derivation of the national income
as a means to an end, the goal being the family or individual dis-
tribution of this product. Since Streightoff,an accurate formula-
tion of the value of our national output of economic goods has
beeii emphasized as an end in itself. The development of the
latter technique is outside thescope of this paper, so in discussing
King and subsequent writers, the national income totalto be
divided among the individual claimants will he considered given
data.
d) Maca ulay's distribution for iqr8
The first publication of the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search was a two volume study. income in the United States.
As a collaborator in this work F. R. Macaulay made a thorough
analysis of the frequency distribution of annual income among
personal income recipients in the IJnited States in I)I8.60 In-
come was defined to he money income p1s those items of com-
modity income on which a money value is placed, such as rental
value of owned houses and value of farm produce consumed by
farmers' families.61 Income recipient was taken to be the indi-
vidual and not the family because (a) it is the individual who
comes into direct economic relationship with the machinery of
distribution, and (b) use of families still leaves unsolved the
question whether to employ theoretical families, biological
families, or families expressed in a need-unit such as the
'a rim main ' 62
58 King does not state specifically whether his concept of income un Itides capital
gains and losses. }rom himethods and sources, however, one gathers that it
does not.
°W. C. Mitchcll. \V. I. King. F. R. MacaWay, and 0. W. Knauth. Vol. 1(1921),
summary, and Vol. 11(1922).details.
lOIbid., II.541-425.
61Incomc is defined to include also statutory capital gains and losses, since these
were apparently not extracte(l from the income tax data before l)tlilding up the
tail of the distribution.
82 Ibid., II,i. Macanlav does not deny that the family is the chief unit
of economic need. He apparently takes the term 'ammairi' frotn an article by
Edgar Sydenstricker and W. 1. King, 'The Measurement of the Relative Econimiic
Status of Families', Jrnirnal of the Arncricau Statistical As,cocialion, XVII(1921),
l42-57.38
I'Akf ONE-
Flic total inwiiieestimated by the NationalIkiicau wasdis titbuted, before dcdctjo11for taxes, alliong allvllo hadlnoflf% as follows:
i.hiconie tax data, unustiaflycomplete loti i, we e ad- j usted to iiicl tide (a)lannei-s and sinai I btisiiicssni&'n who filed no returns, (b) Cvasion b'repoi-tiilg persons, (c)IIOII-IU0flCh,. IOCOWC i'eferz-ed to above, (tI)inCOifle trout tax-CXclfl1)tsecurities 2.0. W Kizauth's disti-jlJutjof incomes abovcand l)Cl0%v $2,000, anotherpart of this Nat tonal Bureaustudy, was usedas a check on Macaulay'sdistribut nm.
'3.Incomes under $2,000,inadcqnatc'ly Covered I))Income tax statistics, wereCStilflaft(f ill auIIIWXI)l:Ijilc(f fasltjotiOil tile I)asis of s'agedistributions, smallsalllJ)lcs of lartiiei-'111(0i)les and other stud jessuch as A. 'F. Eieiv's1IllI)tlt)iisl)(iJ samj)Ieof Chicagoincomes.
Since Sonic buje5smcii incur net lOSSeS,Macaulay esli- mated the numberand :uuount ofthese negativeIi1COIflC, and spread them iiisome lnauiuei- flirotigliouttile (ltStril)1uttoll The finalfrequency Curvewas smoothed oil theassunlfr tioti that, c en t1ioulithe distril)utlout of itWounfollowed no unathlematical law,61lICVeEtheless it wouldhot be bimodaland 'l)UflIpy'.
The final distril)ution waspresented with small(lass intervals i atigig ft-u111 'underrero' to 'S1.000.000 and over'. Tue2,500.- 000 soldiers, sailors,and marines in1918 were excludedfrom the Itu1Jiner ofiuiconic recipientsOil the aSSumptionthat time tlieiiilUOflIcs would bedistril)hIte(I similarlyto those of the Ut I ieu-,
e) Aing(1 prolificC0flhij/j/01'
Before (liei)UI)lication oft IICnext major work inthis field by tine Brook 1ljoJUSt itutjoiiiii i9J, a doiti\cars Passed markedby Mitchell, King,Micstti, andKnaijtj10/). Ci!.,1,a 1-41.'l'eI'on,ij10(01111' recipient" herecorrespon(Is "closelyto the Censuse\Jflc.j0 I)eron g.uinfiil!s Cfllp1c)yJ .l'enhaps the Jilostiniporintut dilici-enceistli;tt we (to1101.and tIiCensus de illcttidc
as separate incOmeECCIJ)jCJIjS farml:uIxocilsOikiing 0l) the home farm,"(Ibid, II. 54211)But What abothose persnis who.aliiiougui not 'gainftihlemployed', areI1C%C1I1ICIS in receiptof income (e.g..Irotn prop-
ti S('IlililaIioi of 1',j relo's Iainoui5
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increasing interest in the interpretation of income distributions,
especially by consumption economists and marketing students.
Meanwhile King worked out two complete distributions of in-
come among individuals, one for 1921 and another for 1928, and
attempted to trace annual changes in the distribution of income
for 1914-26.
A distribution of personal incomes in 192 i, comprising 32 class
intervals from $o to $i ,00o,00o, was made at the National Bureau
of Economic Research by King, left unpublished, and in
utilized in percentage form by Maurice Leven in America's
Capacity to Consume.66 No details whatsoever were given by
Leven as to how this distribution had been constructed, but the
circumstances surrounding the 1921 distribution have already
been set forth (above, footnote 18), and examination of the un-
published manuscript describing its construction reveals that the
work fell into four stages. First King derived the distribution of
earnings among employees; then he distributed the income of
farmers; the third step was to find the income distribution of
non-farm entrepreneurs and income recipients not gainfully em-
ployed; and the final stage was to combine these distributions
into one of income among all classes. Each step will he described
in turn.
Employees were construed to be not only wage earners but also
salaried workers, including highly paid executives. Of the
billion 1921 wage and salary bill, $22.7 billion went to the former
(23,602,469 persons) and $it.6 billion to the latter ('i,i'j,i
persons). This was allocated by means of sample wage distribu-
tions for earnings under $2,003 and Statistics of income data for
earnings over $2,000. The final earnings distribution was a com-
posite of 132 sample distributions (weighted according to im-
portance and adjusted to92 1 conditions) for the lower classes
65 E.g.. Hazel Kyrk, A Theory of Consumption (Boston. igs), E. E. Hoyt, The
Consumption of Wealth (New York, 1928), W. C. Waite, Economics of Consump-
lion (New York, 1928) and P. H. Nystroni. Economic Principles of Consumption
(New York, 1929).
66 Maurice Leven. H. G. Moulton, and Clark Warburton (Brookings Institution.
1934). pp. '77, 182-4. Leven derived 1929 equivalents from the 1921 figures in
order to provide a check on his own computation of a distribution of income for
1929. It could constitute such a check, it should be noted, only to the extent that
the inequality in the intome distribution had not changed from 1921 to 1929.4
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and ofSEalistics o/income frequencies for the higherranges.
After constructing this distribution, King proceededtObreak it
down by sex arid industry. He also ventured anobjler dictum:
inequality is not due solely to income from property; earnings
themselves are decidedly unequal, not only at the extremesbut
all along the earnings scale.
The Bureau of Agricultural Economics Constructeda distrjbu.
Lion of income among a sample of farm crop reporters in
1922
which formed the basis of King's distribution of incomeamong
farmers in1921.This sample curve was adjusted so thatan in-
come total computed on the basis of its shape would correspond
with the farm income totals derived by the National Bureauof
Economic Research. Current money income was first distributed
according to the crop reporter sample. Currentmoney income
was then supplemented by imputed interest on consunptioi
goods owned, to give entire or total current income.Current
money income was also supplemented by the value ofcom-
modities produced and consumed on the farm,to give current
money and commodity income. Finally, this was corrected for
changes in the value of property owned (i.e.. ur*realiiedcapital
gains and losses), to give totalmoney and commodity income.
This last adjustment was of nomean proportions: an entire cur-
rent money and commodity income of $4.4 billionwas slashed to
a total money and commodity income of $2.4 billion.This$2
billion decline represents the diminutionin the command over
Consumption goods of the sum ofmoney representing the value
of farm property. King argued thatthis was a real not a nominal
loss. This totalmoney and commodity income was distributed in
two distinct fashions, and the resultingdistributions combined
by simple averaging. In thefirst, the 1922 cropreporter curve
was adjusted to fit the revised incometotal. In the second, the
distribution of currentmoney income, itself based on the crop
reporter sample, was usedas a datum from which was subtracted
(or added) the total losses(or gains) of farmers arising from
changes in the value oftheir farms, livestock, machinery,etc., as
given by the Census. Thisprocess assumed that those farmers
possessing the most propertysuffered the heaviest property losses
when farmprices fell. The average of thesetwo distributions of


















cluded with a Lorenzcue comparison of Kings totalincome and current income distributionswith Macaulay's 1918distribu.
tion. The inequality thusindicated decreased in passingfronl
one to the next of these distributions in theorder listed.
The second of these distributionsof King's, among indi-
viduals in 1928, has hada curious history. Never publishedby
King, it was takenover by Leven, converted to a family basis,and
incorporated in The Abilityto Pay for Medical Care.68 Itwas
then seized upon by LouisBader who condensed it fromtwelve to five class intervals, computed thepercentages of families and
incomes in each category, appliedthese percentagesto the total
number of families andanlount of income in 1932, andthen analyzed what happenedto family expenditures fromprosperity todepression.69 This workposited that the1932 national income
was distributed in dollars in thesame way as in 1928, which
Bader claimed to be "afair assumption since allincome groups have suffered, dueto decreases in all forms ofincome".To Al- though this assumptionmay be legitimate for Bader'spurposes, it begs the questiongenerally askedDoesinequality of income
distribution change fromprosperity to depression?__sothis survey will ignore the1932 distribution, and consideronly the source from which itwas derived.
King's estimate ofthe distributioti ofindividual income recipients accordingto amount of annualincome in 1928was originally constructedfor the CentralHanover Bank andTrust Company of NewYork. No detailsconcerning the statisticalde- vices utilized in itssynthesis have beenpublished, although King, in a personal letterto the present writer,states it was made along lines similarto his 1921 estimateexcept that "the figures forthe lower incomeclasses are..merely roughapproximations" since his sponsor "wasnot interested in thedistribution in the lower brackets".nLeven, thenon the staff of theCoiijnijttee on the Costs of MedicalCare, used itto derive an estimated(listrjbu- non of familiesaccording to annualincome in 1928. Thework
65 L. S. Reed, TheAbility to Pay forMedical Care(Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, Universityof Chicago Press, pp. tO, ti. 6'The American FamilyIncome and Prosperity',Journal of thr American Statistical Association,XXVIII (i),3o-i,.
?Olbid., ).O5.
n dated April4. i98.ONE
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Itfibu done by Leven in making this conversionseems to have been a
from testing ground for the procedure he later employed in the Brook-
ings study. On the basis of the then incomplete1930 Census re
di. turns, Leven estimatedthe number of families with one gain-
ed by ful worker, with two, three, and four gainful workers. These
s, and gainful workers were broadly classified into main breadwinners
rt wa and supplementary earners, the latter group composed largely
welve of gainful workers under the age of twenty. The problem then
s and became one of breaking up King's distribution of individual in-
total come recipients and recombining the component parts into
then family units. The first step in this process was to divide the mdi-
perity vidual income recipients into supplementary earners and chief
come breadwinners. This was done by assuming that (a) allpersons
ShiCh under twenty were additional earners in families headed by
roups others, (b) their incomes were all under $i,2oo, (c) most of the
ro AL. female workers were supplementary income recipients, and (d)
their incomes were distributed according to certain data col-
come lected by Leven in a New York City survey.73 The residual dis-
tribution resulting from subtracting minors and females from
y the King's distribution was taken to represent chief breadwinners
and persons living independently outside family units. The in-
:ome comes of this second group were assumed to be distributed in the
same manner as those of main breadwinners. Leven's second step
Erust was to allocate the supplementary earners to the families having
1 de- such members. The procedure was expressed thus: "the income
king, of each head of family in a given income class was combined with
long the income of a supplementary earner picked in accordance with
r the the probability represented by the supplementary earner's in-
ons" come curve". This required the assumption "that the probability
i the of a main breadwinner being associated with a supplementary
e on earner of a given income was the same for all incomes of the main
ibu- breadwinners, and that this probability is represented by the in-
york conie distribution of the supplementary earners".
Although the use of the word 'probability' here isa little con-
fusing if one tries to attach a technical mathematical meaning to
7'Note on the Distribution of Income', Appendix A of Reed, op. cii, pp. 99-101.
73 Maurice Leven, The Incomes of Physicians (Committee on the Costs ol Medical
Care, University of Chicago Press. 1932). p. 127.S
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Under this interpretation,i.even allotted (a)supplementary earners in the o$500 classto ro per cent of thebreadwinners in each income class, (b)supplementaryearners in the $5oo-$l,
class to 30 percent of the breadwinners ineach income class,and (c) Supplementaryearners in the $l,000$1,500 class to there- maining 20 percent of the breadwinnersin each incomeclass, The final distributionobtained in thismanner is the stjn of the income frequenciesof the severalgroups of families. Italso includes familieswithout gainfulworkers, allocate(1a S 1,200 Income,
Abandoning for themoment his elaboratestatistical devices for derivinga complete distributiotiof income, Kingin 1930 used Statistics ofIncome data and theCensus figures forgainfully employed to derivetruncated distributiorsof income for1914- The distributionof incomerecipients above $5,000was taken directly fromStatistics of Incomefor eachyear, while the rest of the gainfullyemployed wereput in the 'under $5,000' category. All distributionswere reduced toZ9Idollars bymeans of indices of theaverage prices ofconsumptiozi goxls used by different incomeclasses of thepopulatiofl Suchan analysis of
4 This illustration
requires explanation inat least two poim. First,supplenien. tary earnearc 'allottesj to themaui breadwiiiucby shift lug the incomecurse of the main breadwjn,icrsto the right byan an)otliit equal to theaverage income of the
earncI-s in each incomeclass. Second, theJ)iCscHt ilitisira- timi relates tomerely one set ofsuppleIs1eI5IarCavilers. e.g.. those iti families ssith only onesupplemeflta,. earner.A similarprocess would havein he gone through again in the case offamilies with twosuppletlle,i,iry carn.ts, thice.etc 'Ibis es- plains wh%- thenumber ofsupplementary earnerswas taken equal to the .iumbcr of breadwinnersin the illus.5ti0
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Statistics of Income data is really not a construction of a complete
distribution of income by size, as we have been using the term,
for the 'under $5,000' class comprising an overwhelming ma-
jority (about 97 per cent) of the income recipients was not sub-
divided. Furthermore, no account seems to have been taken of
those without gainful employment who were nevertheless in re-
ceipt of income. Other students have made similar partial
analyses. For example, W. L. Crum applied Pareto's graphic
method to Statistics of Income data without any attempt to con-
struct the distribution of income below the income tax exemp-
tion point. The Pareto slopes he computed, therefore, applied
only to the tail of the distributions. N. 0. Johnson, in a defense
of Pareto's thesis, made a similar study of inequality in the upper
brackets.And M. A. Copeland analyzed, on the basis of federal
income tax data, the problem of inequality from a different
angle, namely, per capita income, and per cent of total income
received by the wealthiest io per cent of income recipients.58
f) Leven's distribution
A widely publicized attempt to construct a distribution of in-
come by size for the United States was made by the Brookings
Institution in 1934 as an integral part of the second volume in its
study of the distribution of wealth and income in relation to
economic progress. Leven, in charge of this part of the study, con-
structed a comprehensive distribution of income among families
for 1929, which comprised twenty-seven class intervals from
"under $o' to '$500,000 and over'. The method followed was
long and involved, and only its outline can be sketched here.9
Leven first converted Macaulay's estimate for igi8 and King's
unpublished figures fori 921 into i 929 equivalents, and then
used these two distributions as checks upon his own independent
construction of the distribution of income among individuals in
76 'Individual Shares in the National Income', Review of Economic Statistics,
XVII (i935), 116-30.
'The Pareto Law', Review of Economic Statistics, XIX (ig7), 20-6.
78 'The National Income and Its Distribution'. Recent Economic Changes (Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research. 1929). II, 757-839; see especially pp.
79 The tinal (liStril)uttofl ic presented in Leveti, Moulton, and Varl,ui-io,i. op. (IL.
p4. The calculations are presented and methods explained in Ap. A, 'Income
and Its Distribution', Pp. 137-238.$
-
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ig2g.Leven's independent estimate was arrived at roughlyas
follows:
Earnings were distributed among gainfully employerl
farmers on the basis of federal income tax statistics andvarious
sample distributions weighted by their iniportance and adapted
to 1929 conditions. This distribution was adjusted so thataggre-
gate earned income equaled the Department of Commerce esti-
mate of total occupational income for 1929. It was then converted
into one of total income by the use of previouslyascertained
ratios of total income to occupational income. Finally,to this
distribution was added the estimated distribution ofincome
recipients without a gainful occupation. In making thisunion
it was assumed that "the distribution of thosewithout gainful
occupations was like that of the individuals with gainfuloccupa
tiofls".st
For farmers, the first taskwas to estimate total income, and
then distribute this total. Net farm inconiewas derived from De-
partment of Agriculture figures, and the distributionwas made
on the basis of (a) Census figures of 'Value of Farm Products'for
individual farms, and (b) samples thatshowed the relation be-
tween gross and net income of individual farmers.
The distributions for non-farmers andfarmers were appat-
ently added to give the final distributionof personal incomes in
1929. The next step was the conversion ofthis distribution
among persons into one among families.In an unexplained
fashion the personaldistributions of farm and non-farm incomes
(treated separately)were eaubroken down intoa threefold fre-
quency distribution of personal incomes(a) for all heads of
families of two ormore persons, (b) for supplementaryincome
recipients, (c) for unattachedindividuals. Parts (a) and (b)were
then combinedto make a distribution of familyincomes. The
distribution of families withonly one incomerecipient followe(1
readily from theassumption that its formwas the same as that of
heads of families havingany specified number ofsupplementary earners (i.e., each frequency inpart (a) was multiplied by the
ratio of the total numberof families withone income recipient
o Ibid., pp. 177-84. Ii hasalready lci noted that theuiilitof such ahetl, varies directly with he stabilityof income inequality hctwethoseeais. IIIbid., pp. 185. i86.WEALTH AND INCOME DISTRIBtVI'ION 47
to the total number of all Families). "The residual frequencies,
obtained by subtracting the distribution ofone income families,
constituted the distribution of principal incomes in families of
two or more income recipients." 82 To this Leven addedan equal
number of supplementary incomes (part (b) above)to obtain the
combined distribution of the first two income recipients. This
was divided in an unexplained way into families having two
income recipients and families havingmore than two. The lat-
ter distribution was adjusted to include a third income recipient
for each family, and the process was repeated until distributions
for all five groups were setup.
All this may seem complex, but the complicationsare not yet
at an end. Families with more than one income recipientwere
distributed over the income classes in thesame proportions in
which the supplementary incomes were distributed; then the
distribution curve of principal incomes was shifted to the right
along the income scale by amounts equal. for each class interval,
e to the corresponding class average of the supplementary incomes.
The several distributions thus obtained were plottedas cumu-
lative curves and then added to give a composite distribution in-
corporating families with one and two income recipients. A
similar process was employed in combining the third, fourth, and
fifth income recipients with the basic distribution. All this
mathematical juggling was used only for incomes under $i 5,000;
families with incomes overI5,000 were assumed to be dis-
s tributed proportionately to principal incomes.8
In the end we have a distribution of income by theoretical
r families of two or more persons. with capital gains and losses
included in the concept of income, and with the twenty-seven
class intervals ranging from 'under $o' to '$500,000 and over'.
g) Tucker on inequality
Two major contributions have been made very recently to the
study of the distribution of income by sizeone by R. S. Tucker,
another by the National Resources Committee. The first ap-
82 ibid., p. 224.
83 ibid., p. 226. The assun.pLions implicit in Le Cli's anahsis arc effeciively singled
out by A. F. Burns. in 'The Brookings Inquirv. Quarter/v journal of Fcono,nk.
1. (ig6). 49'l 496.48
peared in the August 1938issUe of theOuarlerlyJoumaloj ConOrnjcS4t is limited to incometax data, and
therefore would have been accorded,in this ielX)it.
SIXICe similarto that given the Pareto analysesol King, JOlthSt)i).and Crum
were Tucker's articlenot distinguished Ironsthese
predecessorsir several respects. In thefirst placc Tuckerattempts toCarry the picture back to the Civil War.Second, InsanalysiS oftheexisting income tax data is relativelyintensive, several
measures of in- equality other thanthe Pareto slopesbeing scd.A11(l finally,he boldly assertsas an introductory thesisthat changesin the ificome distribution of thewell10-do ifl(liCatCwhat is probably
happen- ing to the resto the distribution,since thetwo ratios of(a) in- come of the wealthyto income of themiddle class,and (h)income of taxpayersto income Ofnofl-taxpavcrs areapproximatelyiden- tical.
Tucker differentiatesthree conceptsof income:legal income, which conformsto the statutorydci nution ofincome, withsuch adjustments asare necessaryto maintaincomparability;spend- ing power,which equalslegalincome 1)1115 taxexempt interest minus theincome tax paid;earningpower, which equalslegal income minusrealtied capitalgains pitisrealized capitallosses plustax-exempt interestplus gifts,charitablecontributions, and the like.
Slatisticsof incomedata for IqI.j-3t1are analyzed bymeans of fivemeasures of dispersion.The firsttwo are Paido slopes, one referring tothe numberofpersons and theother toamount of income, eachbeing takenabove the$,000 incomelevel and cumulated byincome classfrom topto bottom. Thethird meas- ure is thearithmeticaverage of allincomes above $.000.If $5,000 is takenas the modalincome,comparison of thisaverage with $5,000suggests theskewness inthe distribution.The fourth indicator isone apparentlyiiitrodiued byHans Staehleand is the ratio ofthe cumulativemedianincome (theiUCOT)IC such that 4 'The1)istribution ofIncomeinong JtI(omeI;l\1.lSt-Is I.the I itited Stito
1863-1935',Quart e'rl' Journalof Fcoo,nj,1.11(il2), S 5 'Short.Per1j
%ananonsill (he 1)IStiiI)((IU)lI
((II roiue. Irlt((i'of t:cunmnl(
.%Inhis1ir, XIXj3q57),2'l'i-'5. Cited1IS1U(kel.) ih.tlI(('Il('('
by Holmes('Mcacres ofDistnt)lItjnr(, Pubfwa'i,,nof the-I rflrrioifl \tati(tlCal Assoriaion, ill(l8g23). Ip-57)who suggestedtling the ditlercnccbetneen the
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individuals with greater incomes receive fifty per cent of the
total income) minus the median income to the cumulative
median for all incomes above Its lower limit, o per cent,
is absolute equality, and its upper limit, ioo per cent, implies that
all the income is received by the upper half of the income re-
cipients in the group. The picture painted by these four meas-
ures is checked by a composite indicator comprising the 'earning
power' income received by all taxpayers (above the $5,000 level)
minus income taxes paid, divided by national income paid out.
The results of applying these various measures to the different
concepts of income led Tucker to the belief that there has been
an increased diffusion of income over the twenty-three years stud-
ied. Therefore he next addressed himself to the question, how
long has this increasing diffusion been going on?
The income tax law of 1894 yielded scanty data with which to
essay an answer to this question. because it was declared uncoil-
stitutional before it became fully effective. The Civil War in-
come tax laws, however, yielded official published statistics which
when supplemented by various private lists smade it possible
for Tucker to employ two of the aforementioned measures of
concentration: the first, referring Pareto slopes to number of
recipients, and the third, being the arithmetic average of in-
comes above $2,000 and then above $3,000. The results of this
analysis, together with the fact that rcportahk income in the
i86o's did not include interest and dividends from public com-
panies and from government bonds, or certain realized capital
gains (items which normally accrue to the wealthy and whose
exclusion would therefore understate die concentration oF in-
8 Tucker cites J. A. Hill, 'The Civil War Income 'rax, QuarterlyJmirnal of
Econo,nks, VIII (iSgi). .I6-52, 491-8, forgeneral information on these Cisil
War data. The two private lists cited are Income Record (New York. 1865) and
Income Tax of ResidentsofPhiladelphia(Philadelphia, 1867) .nother that he
failed to cite isIncome TaxofResidentcofPhiladelphia and Bucks County
(Philadelphia, i86). All these tax lists are anorivinous 'Fhe first gives the taxable
income for 1863 of every resident of New York. Unlike the other lists, this one
contains a 'Puhiishers Preface' which discusses such topies as the practkal sign1i-
nce of a distribution of incomes, tile English income tax, and tax evasion (esti-
mated at not more than io per cent). The second list describes 'Tue Rich Men of
Phi1adelphia by sue of income in i86and in i866. and is based on the latest
returns filed by August 1867. The third list classifies the same personages by sue
of income for the year ending April 3o, 1865.
-a;I'AkT ON
come), led Tuckerto the belief that incomeswere lesscoiit'n. trated since iqt6 thanin Civil War days.Tuckcr coududeshis analysis witha brief survey of the shiftingcomposition of the wealthy group. Hereviews the results ofthree studiesthat have been made of this problem:
'Investigation of Bureauof internalRevenue', Senate Report no. 27, 69111Congress, 1st Session,Part 2. Thistraces 6,63 individuals withincomes over $zoo,000in iqi6.
Edward White, 'IncomeFluctuation ofa Selected Group of Personal Returns',Journal of theAmerican .StalisticalAs3o- ciation, XVIII(1922), 67-8 1. Thet ,6'6 individualsor estates with incomesover $oo,000 inany of the yearstq;iq are traced.
.Bureau of InternalRevenue, .tatz.ctu'sof Income,1922 (\Vashingtou, 1925).pp. it . This follows thefortunes of1,296 individuals withincomes over S300,000 inany of the years 1916- 22.
These studies allindicate, Tuckeravers, that persons in"the upper income classeshave beena very shiftinggroup",57 al- though some ofthis shiftingafter 1916may have been dueto sharing of taxpayer'spropert)' withwives and childrenin an effort to qualifyin the lowertax brackets.
Unlike most ofthe otherincome distributionstudents whose works we haveexamined in thispaper, Tucker windsup his con- tribution withseveral generalconclusions. In thefirst place, fluctuationin the concentrationof wealth,(turing the business cycle, is less thanin the concentrationof income.Second, thecon- centratzon ofincome increasesduringprosperity and decreases during depression.Third, the sizeof the nationalincome is the important consideration.Fourth, l)ankreformsarc needed "to prevent excessiveuse of credit". Andfinally, theqt1'stiotl is Hot how largearc incomes, butwhether theyare the result of activ- ities l)CnCficialor harmful to theIlatiOn.'
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h) Family incomes in 1935-1936
The combination of a large new sample of family incomes and
the interest of a government agency in the income distribution
problem have resulted in the most reliableas well as the most
recent distribution of incomethat presented in the report of
the National Resources Committee, entitled Consumer incomc.s
in the United States, Their Distribution in 1935-36, prepared
by Hildegarde Kn'eland and her staff, and dated May ,1938.
The Study of Consumer Purchases, a Works Progress Adminis-
tration project conducted by tile Bureau of Home Economics
and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, with the cooperation of the
National Resources Committee and the Central Statistical
Board, was a nationwide canvass of 300,000 families that pro-
vided not only the initial impetus but also the basic material for
this latest distribution of income.
The National Resources Committee report may be divided
into three Sections: a 6-page summary, a detailed appendix on
'Sources and Methods Used in the Study', and a concluding com-
pendium of 'Statistical Tables for Reference Use'. Although the
distribution is largely grounded on the Consumer Purchases
data, other samples for single men and women, earnings figures
and federal income tax statistics were used. Since the Consumer
Purchases Study covered family incomes for a year ending be-
tween December1935and December i6, the National Re-
sources Committee distribution is taken to refer to the year
ending June 30, 1936, the period covered by the majority of the
schedules. Comprehended by the distribution are 29,000,000
families of two or more persons, io,00o,000 single individuals
living alone or as lodgers. Classified separately are 2,000,000 per-
sons living in institutional or semi-institutional groups.
As a first step, the Consumer Purchases data were divided into
729 homogeneous family groupshomogeneous in respect of
size and occupation of family,89 relief status,9° color and nativity,
size of community, and geographical region. All families in the
8 A family's occupation was determined on the basis of the source from which
the family received the largest amount of income.
ao Relief families were segregated and considered separately, since they could not
be dassified into as many homogeneous groups as the other families.United States were similarly split up by means of Census returns,
and the percentage (listribution (by size of income) of each seg-
ment in the Consumer Purchases Saflif)le was applied to the
corresponding segment of the 29,000,000 families. Thesecom-
ponents were supplemented by means of federal income tax data
for incomes over $7,500, after which the parts were summatedto
give the estimated national distribution of family incomes. 'In
come' in this part of the study includes both money andnon.
money income, net after business expenses and business taxes,
but before income, poll, and sales taxes. Federal income tax data,
used to construct the tail of the component distribution,were
first adjusted by removing capital gains, by adding interest paid,
capital losses, taxes, contributions, and tax-exemptinterest re-
-eivcd, by combining separate returns of husbands andwives,
and by making allowance for understatement and non-reporting
of income.
The number of families in each income class above $7,500was
derived wholly from income tax data. This distributionwas then
tacked bodily onto tile distribution basedon Consumer Pur-
chases data. Since the population weights used inconstructing
the latter distribution had accounted for all familiesin the
United States, the addition of the incometax 'tail' resulted in
an overstatement of the number of families. ina manner that left
unchanged the shape of the distribution, thisexcess number of
families was sul)tracted from the incomeclasses under the $7.5oo
level.The resulting distribution containstwenty-eight income
classes ranging from 'under 5250'to '$i,000,000 and over'.
The diStnh)ution for single individualswas built up by means
of a more tenuous procedureand is therefore less reliable. The
distribution for non-relief singlewomen is baSed largely on data
resulting fi-om studies by theUnited StatesVomen's Bureau
and the United StatesEmployment Service. The distribution of
lion-relief single itienwas derived from this distribution of non-
91Consumer Incomes in the Unit ed %Iate,pp. ). $6. For a given income class.
the percentage that the number of (audiics in ttsit class Iuou c to therat number
1)1fa rIJICS Isit h income lesst haii S7.-(wu was applied tohe iiuimher of e\t ri
fsmulies. and the resulting productsubtracted fromthe nunulnen of families in
the given class. By this procedure thepercentages of families in each class under
ssere left unchanged: the number of familiesin each class had been reduced
proportionately to the Fuecluencv of that class.
52 l'ARr ONI:H
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relief single women by using the relationship known from vari-
ous studies to exist between earnings of mcii and women. These
two distributions were then checked by small saiiiples from the
Consumer Purchases Study and the National Health Survey. For
single individuals who received relief at some time during the
year, fragmentary Works Progress Administrationdataand cer-
tain assumed relationships between incomes of relief and non-
relief individuals were employed. The distributions for relief
and non-relief individuals were then combined to give a com-
posite distribution for single persons. This series of frequencies
was also supplemented, al)ove the $3,000 income level, by federd
income tax data. The income class intervals are identical with
those in the family distribution.
Institutional residents presented difficulties not raised by
either families or single individuals, since niucli of their income
is in the form of food, clothing, and shelter provided tlnougli a
central commissary. Civilian Conservation Corps incomes were
distributed with the help of data supplied by the 1)irector. En-
rolees were credited only with that portion of their monetary
income not sent home to their parexits. Incomes of Army and
Navy personnel were distributed by means of data embodied in
pertinent Congressional Committee hearings. A combination of
these two distributionsCivilian Conservation Corps and Army
and Navywas made and the resulting percentage frequencies
applied to incomes of workers in labor camps and crews on
vessels. For the other institutional residents, reports of various
state welfare departments were used iii devising the distribution.
Such residents were assumed to have incomes equal to average
subsistence costs, exclusive of administrative overhead and
capital outlays. No composite distribution (or institutional resi-
dents is presented because the institutional group rather t1ian the
constituent thereof makes up the spending unit. For the same
reason the incomes of institutional residents are excluded from
the composite distribution of incomes of all consumers (i.e., of
families and of single individuals). The income distribution of
families and single individuals combined contains twenty-eight
class intervals ranging from 'under S25o' to 'Si,000,000 and
over'. The resulting figure for aggregate income received is 5 per
cent less than the Department of Commerce estimate for income54 PARI ONr
paid out, after appropriateadjustments for [lie sakeol Coinpara.
hility. Considering the ftindamcntally (Ii IICICH tnature of thetwo independent estimates,one can agree with MissKlieeitn(J that "this discrepancy doesnot appear cxcessi ye'
In addition to this overalldistribution, the (Iistrjl)u(j11of family incomes is furthersubdivided by size offamily, region, size of community,Occupation, and color, Allin all, thismono. graph presents a relativelycomprehensis.e picture ofthe distrj. hution of income by sizein the United States.
A partial distributionof income, the fulid'qaj!s of vIijchare lacking, has beenpresented by L. J. Chawnerin a Natio,aiRe. sources Committee monographentitled Residen hatB ui/ding. It covers nonfarm householdsalone and appliesto i inceis lower rangesare based on D. 1..Wickens'ianciQ/ Sur'yof Urban Hou5ing,a I)cpartrnent ofCommerce pnhlicatii1En common with the other distrjhtjtij5of incoffiC it,too, is bas.f on Staljstjcs of Incometabulations in theincome classesabove the $.,000 level.
The number ofnonfarm hOUSChoi(Jswas first estimated from theio Census and thenextrapolated toi conditi0ti5 by means of the CensusTable i onannual populationincreases, after allowing forthe doublingup of families duringthe (kpres. sion years. ThesehOUsehoJ(Iswere then distribt1tedby the in- come class frequenciesindicated in theFinancial Surveyand in Statistics of Income.Because theresultingaggregate of nonfarm income was slightlyless than thecorresponding nationalincome estimate of theDepartment ofCommercethe (fistrih)LItjorIwas adjusted upwarduntil the twototals agreed.
2 PURPOSES OFSTUDIES
The forces thatmotivated Spahrand Kingto "rite their hooks Ofl Inco,idistributioii havealrea(ly beendiscussed in thesee- Lions on wealthdistribution Itdeserves to beIrpttcd here that Spahr recognhiedthe clistributi,of incomeas intrinsicajlmore
92 Ibid., p.3.
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important than the distribution ofwealth, while King is credited
with the statement that 'incomeis the best single criterion of
economic welfare"." Spahrs principalinterest was in the social
problems involved rather than inthe refined statistical methods
necessary, while King, though perhaps primarilyinterested in
the statistical aspects, neverthelesswound up with the exhorta-
non, "Poverty must go", and gave evidencethroughout his book
of being ethically motivated. Ina later articlehe affirmed that
immediate economic welfare is studiedthrough the distribution
of income, and that realor psychic income, corrected for changes
in the purchasiiig power ofmoney, is the goal of the income
statistician.
Streightoffs ptirpose, unless itwas the passive goal of showing
that data on which a distribution of incomeshould be based were
Jacking, is difficult to detect. If his interestwas primarily statis-
tical, then he must also be credited withunusual conservatism.
On the other hand, what he actually achieved(not what he might
have done, had pertinent data been plentiful)points to the con-
clusion that his interestwas primarily with the social problems
involved. He outlined a threefold utility of incomestatistics:
(i) for framing social legislation, (2) in assessing certain kindsof
taxes, () in influencing individual and public opinion. These
aims would be considered too general by modern standards;hut
they do indicate that Streightoffwas thinking about the uses to
which he would put income statistics.
Thus far our investigators have not perceived thata knowledge
of the distribution of income would be desirable forpurposes
other than social welfare (apparently used in the consumption
sense) and taxation or government finance. Streightoff explicitly
stated that he wanted only enough income statistics to makepos-
sible analysis of the social questions he raised, not of problems in
economics such as wage theory.98
94 Wealth and Income,p. 217.
95 'Desirable Additions to Statistical Data on Vs'calth and Income, Amerü-at, &o
nomic Review, VII (supplement), Part I (March ig,7), i57-i.
96Streightoff, op. cit., pp. ,8, ig. He states that more data than he has specified as
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Leven's conversion of this distributionto a family basis was
specifically intended to assess the ability of people of different
income levels to pay for medical care on (a) an individual basis,
(b) a group basis. Thus he properly deducted, from total income
being distributed, billion of imputed income (from durable
consumer goods), while the family income basis is more defen-
sible for this purpose than for certain otheruses to which income
distributions are put. In the problem of medical care, the family
does seem to be the significant unit. Finally, Leven was probably
justified, when debating whether to include families supported
by others, in deciding that the source of income was "perhaps
immaterial".'°° However, a perusal of the resulting publication
fails to reveal what use was made of this comprehensive income
distribution. Instead, sample income distributions were relied
upon to measure the ability to pay for medical care. Finally, there
is King's admission that his original distribution, on which
Leven based his construction, was mainly an upper-bracket in-
come study; so one may question its applicability to the problem
of medical care.
b) Brookingsand N.R.C. studyconsumption
As students of the income distribution problem. the Brookings
921 investigators stand out in several respects. Their construct joil of
sion the distribution of income in 1929 is more fully explained than
'hat any preceding distribution; moreover, in lieu of fuller explana-
tions of the earlier attempts, we may conclude that the Brookings
sive estimate is at least as thorough and rigorous; finally, the Brook-
ings project was not confined to the statistical aspects of tIme prob-
was lem, hut embraced in an unprecedentedly thorough fashion
for certain implications of the distribution of income. It thus
i. achieved a balance between statistical and social purpose that is
his singularly lacking in the earlier distributions.
ave The keynote was sounded in the Foreword: "The purpose of
the the investigation as a whole is to determine whether the existing
jn. distribution of income in the United States among various
groups in society tends to impede the efficient functioning of the
economic system." '°' Later, the goal sought by constructing a (us-
Io Reed,op. cit., p. ioin.
OI Leven, \Ioulton, and \Varhurton, op. cit., p. i.PART
tribution of income was mote specjfjcal'stated: "Jftherefore we arc to get a picture of the effective(uus(mttliugcapacity of American people as a whole, and of theallocation ofthe flati0 income as between consumptionexpetiditLires andsavingsfor the development of capitale(luilnnent, WC I1IU5firstsee thewa in which the income of the nation isdistributedamong farntj1 and other income recipients." 102 Itis apparelitthat Levenanti his colleagues were interested intwo sociajaspects of the
distri. bution of income: its effecton wnsumptioi,and on
Furthermore, this purpose isassiduously I)tirSfle(l,and withthe aid of data additionalto the family distributionof income,Con- clusions are reached Concerningthese (1uestj,msTue validit these conclusions is lessimportant tous than the factthat here was a distribution ofincome specihca1l'('onstr(,cted forand actually utilizedin Studying certainPrcdetern)jnedsocial and economic problems. In doingthis, however, theBrookiimgs Instj tution was pioneering inonly onerespect: that of bothconstrua. ing and interpretinga distribution ofIncome. Iflterprctatio01 distributions of incomefigures by studentsother than thosewho compiled them have beenfrequent, as Witnessthe scores ofbooks in marketing andconsumption econorni(s.Finally, in limiting themselves to thesetwo implications ofthe distributionof in- come, Leven and hiscollaborators failedto consider,except ma very general way, thebearing theirresults hadon taxation, velocity ofmoney, law of demandwage theory, and relatedknots in economics
The purposeof Tucker'sarticle in theQuarterly Journal of Econonjics isnot far to seek. Thegeneral impression is thatthe writer is srivingto justify, orat least to paint infavorable colors, the existingdistribution ofinconic in theUnited States. As stated in thearticle, howeverthe reasons forstudying income distributionsarc two: (i) staticanalysis of the incomedistribu- tion at amoment of time is"fnnda,neiitai toany sound analysis ofprescnt.day socialproblc'ms". (2)"knowledge of how that dis- tribution haschanged isessential forany sound judgment con- cerning theprogress of the nationand the meritsor defects of the capitalisticsystem." 103 Tuckeradds that, although the size
302!bid.,pi.
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of the national income is important of itself, so is its distribution
since the latter leads to class cleavages and determines the rapid-
ity of capital formation. Nothing along the lines indicated by
these two explicit purposes is essayed in the body of the article.
Tucker was concerned mainly with working outmeasures of
inequality over time, but the reader is left with the general im-
pression that justification of the status quo was also a desideratum.
The National Resources Committee's contribution toour
knowledge of the distribution of income is "part of a larger study
of the Nation's consumption demands in relation to its produc-
tive capacities".'° This distribution was therefore devised pri-
marily for use in compiling national estimates of consumer ex-
penditures. The Committee points out some of the purposes the
distribution of income could serve: "Those concerned with the
living standards of the people need more accurate information
on the extent to which shortage of income brings poverty damag-
ing to health and happiness. Lawmaking bodies striving to
apportion taxes equitably and without damage to the processes
of industry need to know what will swell or deplete the streams.
Business men require more abundant and reliable data on the
probable demand for their products in order to stimulate and
meet that demand. Any attempt on the part of Government or
business to grapple with basic economic problems must rely
heavily on what can be learned of the distribution of income
among the various groups of the Nation's consumers." 105 Appli-
cation of their distribution to these broader social purposes,
however, is not essayed, although segments of such an analysis
are promised in subsequent publications. In the volurme the in-
equality in the distribution of income is made manifest by com-
parisons among different tenths of the population. while the
discussion of 'The Three Thirds of the Nation' is probably not
wholly dissociated from President Franklin D. Roosevelt's re-
marks concerning the plight of 'one third of the nation'. Such
analysis provides good substance for newspaper editorials and
discussion of social questions, but it hardly constitutes a scientific
presentation of the significance of the existing distribution of
income. Final judgment, of course, must await presentation of
104National Resources Committee, op. di., p..
105ibid., p.I.
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a) Early studies largely gusseoik
It is difficult toassess the statisti1l of theseauemp to construct a frequency distribuUonOf IIICOZUC,for theInethoj followed were explainedonly in roughoutline, whilethecom- putations were usually not shownat aIl.'' Theearlierattemp are generally less reprehensiblein this respectthan thelater, bu the statistics of the lattershould logicallybe lessopen to criticism The anomaly ofexplaining the methodWhen UIS Ol)VjOU5I makeshift, and concealingit wheti it islikely to l)Cmore sound, probably arises Frontthe fact that thestatisticalmanipulations involved in theselater constructionswere so detailedandcom- plicated that theirdescriptionwas impracticable.Howeer, complexity isno defense olunexplainedf1)Ctlt()dOlOgV,and indeed mayconstitute a criticismthemeol, for thereason that (a) this complexitymay be an attemptto glossover iiiherentl simple butfundamentally unsoundmcthods,or (b) suchcom- plexity, even thoughgenuine, may havedeluded theinvestigator himself. Inany case, the studentis ku witha dissatisfied feeling after perusingan unexplainedstatisticalconstruction, especially one whose figuresare carried outto several decimalplaces thus conveying asense of accuracyunwarlante(l by thefacts. Spahr's method,althoughmore fully explainedand lesscom- plex than thatof the laterinvestigators, isvulnerable at several points. I-Icbased thedistribution oflamily incomeson the dis- tribution ofestates, so that hehad to bridgenot only the pre- viously mentionedgap betweenestates and families,but also the more hazardousintersticebetween wealthand incoiiie. Equal wealth doesnot make forequalincome, nor is allilWOmflCderived from physicalwealth; mitchincome spi-ings fromhuman skills, knowledge,Cxperien(-c and,in general.Lilnw. Furtlierimiore.the proportion(two-fifths) oftotalincome which lie assignsto capitalwas not onlya guess butalso probablyan exaggeration- Even today,withour economymore !iea ily mechanizedthan in be The
National ResourcesCominittee'di%trj{}utiofl isa 1)oSit)iC cccpuiuIIWEALTH AND INCOME1)151 RIBUTION 6i
i8qo, salaries and wagesconstitute two-thirds (not three-fifths)
of the iet national product,while the returnto capital, even
including entrepreneurialwithdrawals, amountsto no more
thaii one-third (not two_fifths).1u?in addition, Spahr'suse of the
alleged function__propagatedby Paul Leroy-l5eaulieu'°8relat-
ing rent paid to income received,is of doubtful justification.
According to A. L. Bowley inhis review of Streightoff's The
Distribution of Incomes in theUnited States, experience in
England "shows that the relationbetween rent and income is
variable and complex." 109 Finally,other lacunae iii Spahr's
analysis have already been indicated:e.g., his percentage return
on the wealth holdings of each income classand his derivation
of the average labor income of thewell-to-do and wealthy classes.
Streightoff did not get farenough in his construction ofa
distribution of income towarrant criticizing his method. How-
ever, his proposals for ascertaining (a) farmers'expenses and
(b) paid and imputed rent of urbandwellers are open to debate.
Rowley criticized both these suggestionson the ground that
(a) farmers do not know theirexpenses and (b) the rent-income
function is variable and complex. Thesecond criticism stresses
a point too often neglected by statisticians, but the firstis an
unnecessarily pessimistic commentaryon the knowledge and
aptitude of farmers. Although it istrue that they would have the
same trouble, perhaps somewhat augmented, thata business man
has in preparing his incometax blanks, yet the problem seems
not insuperable, and once the farmers were trainedto keep ele-
mentary accounts, the information Streightoffproposes gather-
ing would be invaluable in distributing farmersaccording to the
size of their net income.
Streightoff also lists his criteria of ideal income statistics:
(a) urban incomes segregated from rural, (b) incomes adjusted
for standard of living and purchasingpower of money, (c) small
class intervals. (d) incomes classified accordingto source (from
property, labor, etc.), (e) occupation, residence, andrace of
income recipients, (1) complete returns fromevery gainfully
10? Department of (:onimercc,Income in thr United State,,Iq2q-7 (Wachingtoii.
1938), p. 22.
'Rp1i:id- RieIle.e, (I'aris. I97).
I&nlo,,uc J(III rnal. XXI I I(i qi. .I2-7.62
I'ARTONF
employed. This is quitetH Oi(k1, but it issignificant thathe failed to give a definition ofwhat shall he((I1ISi(lCred'fluonle, h did not specify whether he woulduse the mdi'. I(ItIaIor the as his income recipient. and in callingfor complete
1C(UtflS from every gainfully employed he ignore(lthe matiflCOIflCrecipients without gainful occitpaUOfl."°
b) King and Alacaulayweak on explanations
The methods employedby King in hispioneer workon Weaftj and Incomewere dnfortunatcly insullicientlyexplainedto make it possible toassess their propriety. Hewas probablyjustified in considering the Wisconsin(listri but ionas representative,at least for the middlesection of his compositedistribution,white his use of earningsdata andincome tax statisticsfor thelower and upperranges respectively wouldseem logical. Inarguing for a distribution basedon families rather thanindividuals, hefailed to see that. forsome Pt1P0SCS the formeris preferable,and for others, the latter:hut this is lessa criticism of whathe has done than of what hehas left undone.The reviews ofKing's firstat- tempt seem unnecessarilycritical. 6. P.Vatkins dismissedit with the charge thatKing's "faculty ofstatistical analysis"was made- qltate,tI whileA. A. Youngin hismore (liSpaSsionatereview concluded that themethod King usedin estimatingthe aggregate annual product(which wasdistributedamong the 28,500,000 families) 'musthave involveda large amount ofconjecture"." lie based thiscondmisionon the allegation thatthe federal in- come tax returns fori13 showed that (a)King's scheme ofdistri- bution was"very mudiawry". or (b) hisestimate ofaggregate income was "verymuch too large",or (c) the federalgovernment got only three-fifthsof the incomeit was entiticdto under the law. Young (lidnot make clearhow he arrivedat this criticism. While the wholediscussiomi liesoutside theproper realm of this paper, it may beobserved thatthe subsc(1udntNational Bureau
Since in subsequent
discnsion hereu)gIlizc(1 owneichipof propert and rights of privateproperty (eg., giftsand inheritance)as sources of iiicomc, Streightoff probably wouldnot have beenlong in tliscoct-ring.in an attijal (lIUIbtiOfl 11th ast-mcntioned oversight-
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estimate of the national income inigio was even larger than
Kings figure."3
The method employed by Macaulayfl 1921 was also too
sketchy to allow much criticism. Hisconcept of the personal
income recipient was not clear. Apparentlyit fails to compre-
hend non-gainfully employedpersons with income, yet he sig-
nificantly fails to say so. In1929 Leven estimated there were
2,000,000 income recipients without a gainful occupation,"so
this may be a significant confusion in Macaulay'sanalysis.
Furthermore, Macaulay's wholesale adjustment of incometax
data for underreporting and negative incomes, and hissmoothing
of the final (liStflbUtiOfl curve raise several doubts in the reader's
mind, especially since these adjustmentsare largely unexplained.
Perhaps for these reasons, Bowley suggested that Macaulay ziiight
well have postponed publication of his estimates,or at least have
buried them under his mathematics. "It is inadvisable thatvery
doubtful estimates should be given currency....Statisticians
are sometimes inclined to let their desire to obtain a complete
statement overcome their knowledge of the insufficiiicy of
materials." the English statistician commented."
King's 1921 distribution, as the description suggests,was de-
vised by means of one arbitrary assumption after another. The
results simply cannot be given the credibility demanded by the
detail in which they are presented. The passage from gross to net
farm income by means of the crop reporter sample is unconvinc-
ing, even though King does strive to correct for the lack of
randomness in the sample by means of an arbitrary adjustnient.
The use of income tax data to adjust the distribution for incomes
above $2,000 is broader than any other writer has dared make.
Because of exemptions and credits to income, it is generally
recognized that these income tax data are unsuited for this
adjustment below some such level as $5,00o. In fact, the National
'1King's estimate was $30.5 billion, while the National Bureau put the national
income produced in 1910 at $i.8 billion (Mitchell. King, Macaulay, and Knauth.
op. cit., I, is).
113 Leven, op. cii., p. i86. In fact, in adjusting Macaulav's distribution to 1929 con-
ditions. Leven felt constrained to supplement it with those "income recipients who
were not gainfully employed" (ibid.. pp. i, 178).
115 Review of National Bureau's Income in tileUnited.%iatej, ()uarirrlJournal
ofEconomies, XXXVII (1923).510-17.b4
PART ON}
Resources Committee used thesedata tot adjustinglUComesofl above the $7,500 level.Furthermore, even if it is
that negative incomes are a legitimateconstituent of thedesired (us. tribution, King's method ofestimating thesenegative ino by extending thecurve of positive IIICO1HCS,freehal)(Ili(() the negative side of the graphcan hardly be COndoned.Finally,One wonders why King furtherconfused the issue bythe employment of at least four differentconcepts of income. Certainlythemore refined concepts madethe resultingsynthesis not onlymore arbitrary and fictitious, butalso more vulnerableto criticism against the general policyof consideringunrealized capitalgains and imputed interestas income. The chiefargitmetit in its de. fense, in thepresent instance, is that Kingevaded thequestion of whichconcept of income to use, byconstructing distribtitjon5 based on all thedifferent concepts and lettingthe reader takehis choice. Such aprocedure may bestatisticallycommen(kil)Je but it does furtherconfuse an alreadycomplicated mosaic.
King's distributionfor 1928 obviouslycannot be evaluated and Leven'sconversion of it intoa family distrjhtttjomerits only passing review.Leven himselfadmitted "that theestimates are extremel)' rough andonly tentative"while the fact thatlie elaborated hisprocedure in the subsequentBrookings inquiry makes an appraisalof this earlierwork redundant.The many assumptions involved andthe absence ofclarity in hismethod have been indicated.
c) Leve,, (Imu'sseve,a/ Cfltij,5p11
Passing overKing's temporalanalysis ofIncome distributions based solelyon Statistics of Incometables and the Censusesti- mate for gainfullyemployed, we reachthe 1929 (listrihutionof income by the Brookings'5tittoli. Thisstudy, in sharpcon- trast to itspredecessors, isreplete with detailsconcerning the methods employe(tand calculationsmade: yet certain.signih- rant explanatio,i5are missing.Information on howthe 'tinder $o (lass wasestimated ismeager, " and,as Buitis pointedout. no
'1Reed. op. Cli.,p iui.
'IT It seem%designed toappro,(tmatc the Irguleir5t(IjLsl"1 I'iroe fo, !24, I %% ahirrgton, igi),p. ii. for "Loss fromsale of realestate. 5(4)4 ks. hoiids. dr other thanreported for tax credit".This is amere surmise, tiowescr.
0.1











































regression of ihWEALTH AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION 65
explanation is made as to how the independent estimate of
personal incomes in 1929 was broken up into three distributions:
(a) incomes of heads of families of two or morepersons, (b) sup-
plementary income recipients in families havingmore than one
income, (c) incomes of unattached individuals living alone."
The inclusion of realized capital gains and losses in income has
been criticized on the grounds that since the former swell the
number of families in the upper income brackets and the latter
presumably dominate the negative income class the distribu-
tion's utility in a study of savings is impaired.11 Moreover, the
synthetic families (artificial compounds of breadwinners and
supplementary earners) used as the unit of the income recipient
seem less defensible than existing or economic families, or
ammains. Certainly they introduce an unreality into the distri-
bution that makes one wonder just what the final figures repre-
sent. Burns further characterized the personal income distribu
tion underlying the family distribution as a patchwork based on
scanty data and some dubious statistical devices. Among the
latter he stressed the conversion of actual gross farm incomes
into net farm income equivalents by means of a scanty sample
and rank, instead of identical farms, correlation.1b0 Furthermore,
119Nor does Leven explain how the distribution of families with two or more
income recipients was divided into two distributions of (i) families having onl
two income recipients, and(2)families having more than two income recipients:
etc.
119Burns. op. cit., p. 495. This effect on the distribution was admitted by Leven.
Moulton, and Warburton, op. di., p. 57. and defended on the ground that such
gains and losses "must be included in the income received by individuals if we arc
to discuss intelligently the flow of income from individuals into consumption and
investment channels' (ibid., p. mi). The error arises, as Leven confessed (p. 13n).
from the impossibility of segregating capital gains considered as income from
capital gains considered as capital. This psychic difficulty would suggest omitting
realized as well as unrealized capital gains and losses trom income, when studying
consumption and savings.
120This raises an interesting statistical problem. The correlation of gross with net
farm incomes, in the samples. was made by first arranging the gross and net farm
incomes in separate arrays. from low to high, and then by associating a given
gross income with that net income occupying the corresponding rank inthe array.
That is, low gross incomes were associated with low net incomes, and so on. This
method of correlation gives a higher coefficient than that in which a given gross
income is associated with the corresponding net income for the sanie farm. It also.
as Leven observes (p. 200n), has the effect ofincreasing the slope of the line of
regression of the net farm income on the gross farm income, thereby swinging this66
PARTONE
the correction of incomesab'vt the $t,000 levelforunderreport ing and evasion isnot clear. Levenstates that theestirnatj number of incometax returns of personsreporting incomefrom business and protessionshas been raised 65per cent. Thisper- centage is based on Macaulay'sexperience with the1918 data, and on Leven'sown survey The lnconu'ofPIi'sicianj. Hedo not say whether thesame percentage was usediii correctingeach income class. Nor doeshe make clearwhether it is thetotal in come of these reportingpersons that is increased,or just their income from businessand profession.Finally, severalof theflu. merous assumptions inherentin Leven's calculationshave al- ready been cited;some may be empiricallyvulnerable, whileall are certainly opento del)ate. But regardlessof their generalvalid- ity. the question ariseswhether theuse of such algebraicrelations, eg., between occupationaland totalincome or betweengross and net farm income, doesnot conceal basicdifferences betweenthe incomes of individualsor familiesdifferencesit is thepurpose of a distributionof incometo reveal. Itmay be true that, ingen- eral, net farmincome is a certainfunction ofgross farm income; hut the factthat this functionvaries Iom farmer tofarmer within a givengross-income range isone of the manyrcans for inequality in [armincomes. Theassumption that thisfunction is constant for a givenincome classwoukl have theeffect of conceal- ing importantinequalities.
Statistical evaluationof Tucker'sarticle isnot appropriate
line counter-clockwiseatut themean value. llv increasingthe slope of theiegr- 'don line Leven ineffect obtained lowervalues fur net farmincomes in the lower income bracketsthan would havebeen obt-aiiiedby identical-f-armscorrelation. Lesen argues indefense of thisprocedure that hetint not wishto find the net income for thesante farmer forwhom gross i,;comewas known. but ratherthat he wi.chedto reconstruct thetlictrjhucitiii ofnet incomes forthe entire group of farrner5. Thereis clearlysome point to hisargument, since theuse of a regression equation basedon identical-farmscorrelation to estimatethe distribution ofnet income inevitablytends tokld a distributionless dispcisedthati the 'true' one (ci. Part Two,section t of discussionl)Milton Friethuan).However, it is doubtful whether thisargument fully justifiesLeeu 's procedute,in s ictv of thedifficulties
of attachingan clear antiunambiguous meaningto it. Moreover, thehigher r- relation coefficientobtained byarranging the itemsin ai rass doesnor increase the representativeness ofthe clapreporter suupie.nor does it cotICCt for the Iat that the samplesused to derivethe relationship
between gross antilict were ad mittedly limitedin large partto the moresin cesslipi antibettet-remunerated
farmers.WEALTH AND INCOMEDISTRLBUTIO 67
since he failed to construct a complete distribution of income.
This does not deny the fact, however, that teUaiii of hisanalytical
devices seem to be misleading. while his contention that changes
in the distribution of taxpayers' income indicate changes in the
complete (liStribUtion is subject to considerable doubt. Anio-
inent's rellection will show that regardless of what happensto the
tipper income distribution, a shift in the location of the modal
income, or a flattening out of the lower portion of the income dis-
tributionto mention only two possibilitieswould signifi-
cantly alter the effective inequality of incomes.
d) National Resources Committee
For statistical adequacy the distribution offered by the National
Resources committee leads the list of American distributions of
incomes. This is not to say that Miss Kneeland and her staff have
constructed a 'correct' distribution of income in any absolute
sense, but rather that they have come nearer the desired goal than
any of their predecessors. In all fairness, it should be added that
credit for this achievement is not necessarily due to any technical
or statistical superiority of Miss Kneeland and her colleagues.
Although they are undoubtedly competent statisticians, it must
be admitted that they had at their disposal better and more abun-
dant original data on which to base their distribution of income
than any of their American predecessors in this field. Credit is
due them mainly for exploiting rather fully what source material
was available. In addition, they deserve commendation for ex-
plaining not only in some detail but also with laudable clarity the
methods and assumptions used in passing from the sample data
to the global distribution. In this respect, too, they stand out from
among their predecessors.'2'
The major weaknesses of the National Resources Committee's
distribution admittedly center on the use of the income tax data
and the handling of the relief item; in addition, such points as
the exclusion of institutional residents from the final distribu-
121This does not deny the fact, however, that the description in &nuuner Incomes
in the United States of the adjustments made by means of data from income tax
returns still leaves the reader under somcwhaL of a cloud. A fuller explanation of
these adjustments is necessary. Such an explanation has been prepared by Enid




































such assumption is admittedly necessary, but the present one
seems to do violence to our sense of expectations. It is hard to be-
lieve, for example, that even the majority of the so-called 'eco-
nomic royalists' share their properties and iiicomes evenly with
their wives. Instead of pairing women with high incomes against
men with high incomes, it would seem just as fitting to pair high-
income women with medium-income men. The problem, how-
ever, is admittedly difficult; any system of pairing would have to
be arbitrary.
The correction for nonreporting and understatement of in-
comes admittedly is likewise exceptionally artificial. Just why ii.
was decided, for instance, to increase the number of families in
the$5,000to$io,000income class 25 per cent is hard to perceive.
And since no referable explanation is given, one is forced to con-
clude that it was largely 'drawn out of the air'. Also, how was the
decision reached to increase the aggregate income o the same
class 15 per cent? It would seem that if such corrections are going
to he made, some sort of basis for selecting the given percentages,
other than a vague reference to "tentative estimates advanced by
several authorities", should he indicated. Otherwise the careful
reader is left unconvinced, while the untrained reader is given a
sense of accuracy in the adjustment that is belied by the facts.
Finally, it is unfortunate that the passage from statutory net
income to economic income as defined in the study could not be
effected more satisfactorily. Because only preliminary tables ol
certain 1935 income tax data were available, the National Re-
sources Committee was forced to carry through this transition by
means of at least two arbitrary assumptions. The first was that the
necessary additions to statutory net income, (i.e., for netcapital
losses, contributions, taxes paid, interest paid, and tax-exempt
interest received) and deductions fromstatutory net income (i.e.,
for capital gains) were distributed among the various TOLIS of
return (joint, separate, etc.) at each income level above$5,000
"according to the proportions of aggregate net income [statutory]
125 Ibid.. p. 8.n. In this connection the reaoiiing underlying the following toot -
note is interesting: 'The setinence of the adjustments for nonreporting and
understatement [the former was made first, and the latter secondi implies that
families added to the distribution to allow tom- noiiICpOrtiflg would have under-
stated their incomes to the came extent as (lid the families that actually filed
income tax returns.'70
PARl-o received by eachgroup at the variouslevels".Second,withj each income classthe combinedadditions anddeduct103re- quired to pass fromstatutory net incometo economicin were apparently dividcde'enlyamong theincollie
lecipients in each class. Bothassumptions are farfrom obvious,and theiruse necessarilyattenuates the reliabilityof theresulting
distribution The distributionsconstructed bythe Bi-oukiugsIflstitutifor 1929 and by the NationalResourcesCommittee for
1985-_S6 are the most satisfactorythus far presented,all things





The lowerranges arc based
on a compositeof ninnysmall
samples forvaryingyears and
gi-oups, adjustedto 1929 condi-
tiOflS.
The incomeclasses abosethe $5,000level ame basedonStatis- tics of Jncomedata.
Differences in11e
rhe definitionof incomepro- sides for theinclusion ofcapital gains andlosses. Hence,the neg- ativeincome classbecamea sig- nificantpart of thedistribution. Moreover,
supplementaryin- conies (asopposed toearnings) arc inclu(led12
The Lowerranges are basedon the Consumem-I'urch Study of 300000lamilicsrepresenting various regionsandgroups in I 93-3t).
Above the$7.00 levelthe dis- tribution isbased onStatistics of Income (lata.
menialDefinitions
The (lefiflitionof incomecx- links tajntalgains andlosses, exupt in lowerincome classeson goods exthanged withinthe year. No negativeintolne dass wasseg- tuga id-
I
ibid., p. 82;Part three,Sec. IV,t-jwdaIIvnote. 121 Apparentlythe sameitems ofnon-moneyinu)nIL farmiu witsuined oft
the farmand imputedrent on owned
housesare imitidetiin both (iIStIlbUttOflS,
There maybe slightdifferences indetaik however.The definition of family refers
to census-biologicfamilies,in
which 1)100(1 rclationslup is the
primarY attribute. The actual
joining of the supplementary in-
COnICrecipientstothe main
breadwinner is part 1)' a matter
of chance, and the lamilies' are
more or less 'compounds'.128
Dill erences i
Occupational income was de-
rived, made to jibe with the De-
partment of Commerce estimate,
thensupplementedwith(i)
other income of the gainfully
employed, (2) that of those with-
out gainful occupation.
The incomes of farmers were
estimated separately by means
of Department of Agriculture
figures and the crop reporter
sample.
Up to the $15,000 level, fam-
ilies were synthetically built up
by joiningSU1)1)lClllefl tai'in-
conic recipients to main bread-
winners.
12$Neither distribution, of course, asoided certain artificialities ;iherent in the
Census de1nition of family.
A slight understatement oc-
curred because of the inclusion
for income levels above $7,500 of
supplementary earnings rather
than supplementary incomes.127
At lower income levels, supple-
nientaryincomeswere included.
'I'hc definition of family refers
to economic families, i.e.,living
under one roof and having a
(Oflhllioll 01 pooled income. Some
arbitrariness arises in the pair-
ing of husband and wife in the
upper income classes, and in the
exclusion of self-supporters from
the family.'28
n Procedure
The nature of the sample
made it possible to pass directly
to total income (except a small
item of supplementary unearned
incomes), which figure happened
to jibe tolerably closely with the
Department of Commerce total.
Since farmers' incomes were
included in the Consumer Pur-
chases sample, the necessity for
separate estimation (lid not arise.
The lower ranges were already
on a naturalor eistingfam-
iiy basis, because of sample. Arbi-
trary palling was employed to
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IhfJerence.c in E!e,nenlaj 1)efinitionsConi.Underreporting and evasion in
the incomes of $5000 andover
were set at 65 per cent; the esti-
mated number of income taxre-
turns for businessn(l profcs-





InClUSIVe ness of Fin
Constjtuu ofinstjtutjotitl
groups are iflcju(Iedin the final
disti ibutjas unatta(-he(J inch.
'iduals in thecategory of spend-
ing Units.
Correction of Inemu e Taxl)a(a
4 RECAPITULATIONOF ICOIFDISTRJII('-I-U)\ STLDIES Theaccon1paIiyjig outlinepresents in suniniarv formthe more importantcharacteristics ofthe studies ofthe distributioti of in- come discued inthis section.
(:ol'Ic:tits11)1lIOflZ'Cp(ittig
follow: incleasethe I1tII1l.rof families andaggregate'n(ome intile $5.O00._$i0,ijøclass
pCI- rent; iii the$l0000$15
class 15 percent.; in the
$20,000 classper cent.
ionsforunderstate ment: inhi'ca,tileaggregate in.
conic of families inthe $5.000-.
$ Io.000 class15 per tent: inthe $100 class15per cent;inthe
(-lass 10P('(nt; in the $25,00o_
So,000 (hISS5 ptent. hoe
osetall tSt itilate oftIfl(lerstatc.
IllotIt ((liLt ledit) PC' cent, and
was niade after thenonreport.
ing correctionhad been intro-
(lLi(C(l.
1 luc (oiled11)115 Wul c applied
to the distribution oftotal money
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One concitision from the foregoing review seems inescapable:
statisticians and economists have been striving valiantly to fill
the persistent demand in this country over the last generation Or
two for statistical evidence concerning the distributin of wealth







and income. Evidence of their effortsbegan to.)etr Sometwo score years ago. Since then there has beetia steady flowof pub. lished attempts to distribute by suethe wealthholdings andj. comes of the people in this country.
The data and methods used and thegeneral aims heldby these investigators were indicated in thepreceding pages,and anat- tempt was made to evaluate the stausu(:aIadequacy ofthese dis- tributions. unfortunately, theirevalution luSt bein relative
rather than absolute terms. A relativeappraisal of theadequacy of these distributions leadsto extensive differencesof opiniona point of which the readersof this paper probablyneed not bere. minded. But even sharperdifferences ofopinion would atisewere one to assess iii absolute terms thedegree to whicha given distrj- bution of wealthor income was adequate forthe purposesfor which it was intendedand used. ProbablySome would aver, in good laith, that all thesePL1L)lished disti-ibuti08were totally inadequate. On the othei-hand, a few mightinsist, withmore te- merity than propriety,that a given distributionwas entirely ade- quate. Although thepersons at the formerextreme would prob- ably outnumberthose at the other,the majority ofqualified observers would likelyfall intoa middle dass of thosewho hold that the existingdistributi05 givea rough idea of the actualdis- tribution, but thatthey arc toocrude and inaccurateto allow measuring temporal andspatial (lifferences inthe inequality of
distributjorjffere,ices that'mist be known if changesin rela- tive welfare ofdifferent socialgroups, in tax burden andtaxable capacity, in theVolume of individualsavings and in thepattern of COnsumer demandare to he analyzed.Furthermore this temper- ate group of observerswould perhapsquestion whether existing distribution5give a true pictureof the relativc welfareof the dif- ferent strata insociety, evenat a giveti moment;or make possible a thorough analysisof the existingpatterns of consumer demand and indivi(lualsavings.
A crucialquestion emergesfrom tliecuosiderations. Why, in view of thispressing and widelyfelt need forat t-ii rate statistical informationon thidistrif)ut1,I ofwealth and income, dowe not have betterand moreadequate data? Whyhas there been this time lag betwee,1the realizationof a need ;uv! itssatisfaction?
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That Aiiiei han statisticians have beeii unusually inept,or that
they have been unwilling to give reign to the imaginationcan
hardly be cited as reasons why their efforts in this field havemet
with such limited success. In fact, the reverse is probablynearer
the truth. Many investigators have been too ambitious and have
overstepped the limitations of their data in striving toconstruct
statistical pictures of the distribution of wealth and income.
The reasons why the statisticians have been thus thwarted fail
into three general classes. On the one hand we have the psycho-
logical factors which lead a person to consider his own income
afl(1 wealth a secret even though he may be among the front ranks
of those clanio mg for statistical information on wealth and in-
come distribution. Moreover, this spirit is probably fostered by
democratic institutions that aim to exalt free private enterprise,
individualism and personal libertyall with a miiiinium of gov-
ernment interference. It is also undoubtedly encouraged by the
fear that any personal iflCome and wealth information will be
used for taxation purposes. Whatever the psychological, social,
and political factors contributing to this attitude of reservation,
its existence is strongly attested by those who have had the occa-
sion to attempt, through field surveys or otherwise, to procure
wealth and income statistics from a considerable number of per-
sons. Hesitancy about answering questions on income and wealth
is more pronounced in the upper economic classes; but some
maintain that persons in the lower strata, although more willing
to divulge the desired information, nevertheless commonly mis-
state their incomes, either through ignorance or design. In fact,
it has become almost au axiom that the adequacy of the response
to a questionnaire or field survey varies inversely with the num-
ber of questions on such personal matters as income and wealth.
The second group of reasons accounting for the failure of
Statisticians to meet this demand for statistical information on
the (listribution of wealth and income lies nearer their own door-
steps. It is the failure to reach satisfactory definitions of wealth, of
income, and of family or whatever wealth-holding and income-
receiving ullit is being employed. Irving Fisher has observed that
there is hardly a cOUflflUflLS 0/fl fliO among economists on the defi-
nition of income.'29 Simon Kuznets has indicated some of the
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Obstacles iii the way of selecting a usable anti
Incallmgful defjnj.
tion of wealth.'3° The idiosyncrasies of (lieCensus de1jiijt011j family arc svell known. That the NationalResources Co1j1
to cite only one example, felt constrainedto Ciliploy a
different definition of familyis itscif CVI(kflce that theCens5 concept is not wholly appropriate forincomedistributions Macaulay tried to avoid sonic of thesetlilhctiltieS by Usingindi- viduals rather than families. Whethersuch procedureeludes more difficulties than it raises isopen to qtIcstion. if theiIldj'jd. ual basis is used, then King'sfurther relineiiicjstto 'amruaiii
warraii ts consi(lcration in certaincases.
A third possiblereason why attempts toconstrtl(t distributions
of wealth and income have beenrelatively tinsuccessfiilis that, in addition to themeagreness of primary data, functionallyrelated series arc als5iscarce. Titete seem to be 'iewC(otioinjC set-ics stif- ficiently closely and simplyrelated toincome aII(l wealth tomake it possible to derive the latter fromthe former. ftcattempts re- peatedly made in this directionhave (hits farDot beeti attended by particularsuccess. Efforts to derive the(Iistributio1i of income from the distributionof rents areone exalnj)Je; the methodof estimating wealth holdingsby capit hiizznincome is another.
F'rom this brief discussionit wouldseem that several obstacles
must he overcome ifa satisfactory distributionof income, forex- ample, is to beconstructed The first isa decision as to thepLir- pose of the (listribuuou.Once ttiat has beenmade, a suitable definition ofincome and the selection anddefinition of the in- come-receiving unit (familyor individual or anlmaiu)must he made. After thisunderl)rush has beencical-e(laway two courses are open to thestatasti(-iaii; these may bCcorisidele(1 either as alternatives oras compicinctits The firstis the (lirctIwouIre- ment of statisticalinformation, eithci- fora sample or the uni- verse, on the Incomes ofthe (say) familiesThis, in turn,'nay require eithera remolding of thepeople's tilon'sIii the (hirCCtiOII of induring themto divulgemore freely and aui atclv the (IC- sired informationconcerning their monues, or legislative enact- ment making obligatoryreporting ofnco to t lie Census, or possibly both. '3'The second0 mrs,vhi h-h rna' l)C employed
Vol,,n' Two, PartOne.
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either as a SUI)StitIItC for or a complementto the first, is to ascer-
tain the distribution of rents for relatively homogeneousgroups,
derive the rent-income function for each suchgroup, and pass
therefrom to the distribution of incomes. Weightingand summa-
tion wouki then give the global distribution of incomes.
It would he hazardous to Conjecture precisely when statisti-
cians will succeed in overcoming the present obstaclesto really
adequate distributions of income and wealth for thiscountry.
Because of renewed positive interest of public as wellas private
research organizations in the problem, onemay expect in the
ticar future not only better distributions but also distributions
adequate for statistical induction.
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I SIMON KUZNETS
Mr. Merwin's survey reveals the variety of purposes that luoti-
vated the construction of distributions of income and wealth by
size; and describes exhaustively the daring feats of ingenuity
performed by skillful statisticians in their attempts to overcome
the absence of basic information. In view of the lack o basic data.
it seems surprising not that the estimates have been so few, l)ut
that there were any at all; not that they were SO poor. l)ut that
they came within hailing distance of the truth.
However, the matter that interests tue most is not the charac-
ter and quality of the estimates, but the factors that explain the
absence of basic information in the field. WThy was no informa-
tion collected during these decades on a sufficiently comprehen-
sive scale to make possible an acceptable distribution of income
or wealth by size among individuals or families? A great deal of
other basic economic information was being collected, largely by
public agencies: the censuses of population, agriculture, rnanu-
facturing; reports by the Interstate Commerce Commission on
most public utilities; by banking authorities on the state of the
credit system; by custom house authorities oii foreign trade; and
the like. Since, aftei all, the economic system functions in outer
to satisfy the ticeds of the nations ultimate consumers, is it not
surprising that information on what the economic system pro-
duced was not supplemented by equally iifl1)Ortaflt data Ofl the
flow of incomes to individuals or families, or on the stock of
weal tli at their command?
Mr. Mci-win suggests briefly some of the factors that may serve
to account for this gap in the economic information in!hc past
and, to a less extent, even at present. But this point needs further
discussion and illumination- While the supply of basic economic
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0 I data may be affected partly baeudciital CVClits,U is Ofl tile
whole cletermille(I by fundanientalviews ol (IIC IRUjS0(i;ii Stothe rclativc im)t,rtjlI(e oFvanous aspects olC(OIloIl(j(-atiity and
ill the need of inforinatioiito aid in the s,lt'(iof 'aij eco-
StI nomic problems. I)ata (-ollectiii is exjwiii C, bOth
1
mi sense of CoSting Illoileto the (011eCtilig aiI(i thereportingageii_ des and in the broadersense til effort neededto translate theIre- (let (jtICfl tly LIIlli)flfltilated aWl tiittI(IitC(l
[IIIJ WCSSiofl5 orrecords in0
to reportable and quantitativelymeasurable iacts. Ifin tlii(Oilfl lit try during recent dcades,public ageilcics havel)eeIi coliectitig hi- SO many data oii sonieaSpects of ecolloillic activitand so few
dis others, there must have I)CCllgood and soiflicictitreasolls it is in1.
No portant to ascertait, thesereasons. for tiicProsi(k' (IIICSto the factors that deterniuethe supply ofstatistutl dati.aprobleni sli dose to the heart ofevery enhl)iricall\ tlliri(lc(istudent in the
- of ciai SCiCIICCS_ \Vc shall,tlieref ore, proceedto a ilecessarjl%telita- tire Coflsjderatjozi ofthese reasofis,'vitli P1ItULtJarreference tO ti() the data (ill (IiStrjbutjo,1of 1IW0IlII)Sue ltI10ilo- u11(livjdttahsor cur families.
hc It may besLIggcstc'cI that the pathof pfl)gressill (lie collection of statisticaj dataill tile ccofltinc fieldis Iioii1population topro- ac ductioi1, atid frojiiPio(Iuction to (listribtiotiIt seems natural
ti_ that tile collectioi1of Cellsu (lata ISaiiv liatioti wotiid l)eginwith era the qtlaIlti(ttise aspects ofPopulation, (Jf peopleas the substance red of the nationand the U!(lI?l(1rn/jo of itsCXiStCuIce svould then Sue Proceed to ascertainivhat tIiesipeople pi O(Itice:atid wouldcon- adn cern itself with tile(listrihi,tjoi1)1 results oilC(ifllOIfljç activity Sari among individtziis01 families only altcrhiavilig ascert;iinedhow evci many of themthere are and howflinch they JflO(lUCeOne could (tat; thus say thatthe basicreasomi for the absent-c(luring recent trib decades ofcompreheitsi ye infornt11ott (list ri 1)111 iOn ofincome I by size,conctirl-ent withan appaiCilt ivJ)Idntiful supply of data and Oil producj011 isthat generalitile lorrilersvoti Id be collected etih later thati tilelauei aijdthi;it this iv was still iii the J)ha dut of Statistical(tevelopiiic1tat wh Rh dataon prod licE lois could Wl(l not yet becomplenlented bydata on thedistrii)lI1j)1 of there- tioli suIts of suchproductioflamong ii ltim1i1te o InSII In ing1111115. Whether thisstagetheor) of thedevelopmnerst of romprehen- of st SIVC statjstkdata is validin terms ofthe actual hlisloricalex- CVCIDISCUSSION
perience in modern countries, I do not venture tosay. One does
get the impression that censuses of population and of production,
in the order named, are the earlier phases in the growth of
statistics in the various countries since the industrial revolution;
but a careful test is beyond the scope of the present comments.
In the absence of such careful tests, and of supplementary evi-
dence, it would be impossible to demonstrate that with respect
to this generally valid succession of stages, this country must have
been in the second, the development of production statistics, and
has failed as yet to reach the third, the development of data on
distribution of results of production among consuming units.
Nor would there be much meaning in such a statement.
But whether or not the generalization is historically valid, it
should still be indicated why the development of various bodies
of data should be sequential rather than concurrent. Why sliould
data on diStril)ution of income by size wait until data on popula-
tion and production are complete, rather than be developed con-
currently with the latter? The answer to this question seems to
be that with scarce means, some selection of fields of comprehen-
sive coverage must be made; that knowledge of one aspect of
activity is an indispensable prerequisite for planning the statis-
tical coverage of another; that the concurrent collection of sev-
eral bodies of data is not necessarily complementary in terms of
reducing per unit costs but may, on the contrary, serve to raise
such costs; and that many statistical data are byproducts of the
administrative activity of the government and hence are neces-
sarily selective since governments cannot deal directly with
everything at once. That in this necessarily sequential relation,
data on poptilation and production should precede those on dis-
tribution and consumption seems plausible.
l'his general impression of the primacy of production data
and of the study of production processes has perhaps been re-
enforced by the rapid industrial development of this country
during the decades under consideration. This resulted in arather
widely entertained, and, to a considerable extentjustified, no-
tion that the country's economic progress, i.e.,increase in total
product and economic power was rapid; thatthe potentialities
of such progress in the future were stillconsiderable; that what-
ever problems might existin the distribution of the national in-
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I'AkT come among the consumingUnits of thenation would
be 5OI by the rapid rise ofthe productioncurve; andthatcorresp4 ingly the funCtiOn ofthegovernmentwas to
preserve thati. dorn of privateenterprise whichwould allowit to
COfltjflflj splendid contribuuoflto social wdlareby raisingthestate of technical artsextending thearea of economic
activity,and j. creasing the total ofgoods prodrwcr1. Suchan attitude
meant that data collectedfor thepurpose ofinformationanti
observation would relateprimarily toproductionasa basis ofjudgingthe rate of progress andits origin inthe variousindustries.It also meant that the publicagencieswere to beconcernedprimarily with the preservationof freecompetitionWithin the
countrs and maintenance ofpreferred positionagainstforeign
competitors functions thatinvolveddealingpu maui lwit li
production agemcies andhence collectingprimarilyprodin-tionstatistics. And dataon prxiuction.being availablelargelywithinand hence providedalmost exclusivelybproducingor busjnes units, cannotyield (lataon distributionof incomeby sizeamong consuming units.
If thiswas the viewpointof societyat large. therewas also little pressure for income
informationon the partol l)usiuessgroups. Problems ofmarketing anddistributionhad notyet cometo oc- cupy the('enter of attentionthat theyseem tonow: the rapid extension ofthe productivesystem andgrowth inthe volumeof output meantthat therestriction ofthe marketswas a sporadic rather thaita chroniccircumstance.The growthin quality grxds and
semi-monopolisticmarkets, ofadvertisingpressures and marketingsurveys, was stilllargely inthe future.The relation betweenincome levelsandconsumptionwas of lessimportance
to the business
communityat large thaimit isnow; and thusone
of theeffectiveforcesnow pressingfor informationupon distri- bution ofincome byrue,combined withregionalbreakdowns.
was lacking,or at leastmUChweaker thanit isnow. Theattitude ofthe individualto theprovision of information on incomewas to a largeextent a corollaryof the generalview
of thebody socialoii thegreater importanceof increasingpr0- duction(andpopulation)than ofremedyingthe Ills ofincome distribution,bothproducts ofthe freeindividualisticorgani7a
tion ofeconomicactivity.Naturallenough. thepeople whoDISCUSSION 89
were at the top of the income pyramid resisted attempts to shed
too much light on the inequalities in the distribution of income;
an(l they continue to do so. But their resistance couldnot and
cannot be successful unless it is backed by a negative attitude to
the revelation of income information, an attitude that isa direct
corollary of a viewpoint suggested above.
The connection is not difficult to see. If one believes that the
economic system is enjoying and will enjoy in the futurea rapid
growth of output that will overcome any transient ills resulting
from inequality in the distribution of income; if one believes
that this beneficent progress is due to the invisible hand of provi-
dence which converts the selfish striving of individuals to their
economic aggrandisement into a horn of plenty for the country
at large; and if one considers further that part of this selfish be-
havior of free individuals is to withhold information of any sort.
unless required by the state in order to perform its proper func-
tionsthen the reluctance to supply income information can be
fully understood. The state should not do anything about ihcome
distribution, since the recipient of large income is being re-
warded for his greater contribution to the national product and
the recipient o small income is being punished for his failure
to contribute. Since the state does not require income data of
this type for the prosecution of its administrative activity; and
since the unequal distribution of income is just a tool, and an
efficient one, in stimulating economic growth. there is no reason
why the free individual should sacrifice his competitive right to
withhold information. The man who thought or was forced
by society to think that he was the captain of his economic des-
tiny would naturally resist giving an account for it to anyone
but to his economic soul.
Technical obstacles undoubtedly added to the difficulties.
To begin with, comprehensive coverage of any information re-
lating to individuals or family units in the economy is much
more difficult than coverage of productive orbusiness units, for
the simple reason that there are so many more of the former.
Second, and perhaps more important, it is far more difficult to
obtain accurate quantitative information from a consuming unit
than from a member of the business system, since the accounting
nf the former is much more sketchy.90
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In this connecti011,it should be noted thatof thevariousty of income, theone on which it is most (liflicultto obtain
accurate information is that ofindividualentrepreiteurs. In thecase of salaries andwages, dividends or interest,the ovtrtreceipt ofa payinent makes it possibleto rewgutzcinCOme dearlyand to ascertain its magnitude withrelative case.The
establishment of net income ofindividualentrepreneurs is a heroictask indeed, In the decadeswhen individualentrel)reneurs hulkedlarge among the income-earningpopulation of thecountry andwhen even corporationswere often unaware ofthe exactmagnitude of their netincome, it would havebeen difficultto survey family incomes in thesame way as one establishesin the Censustheage or sex of individualmembers of thefamilies. There is another,admittedly conjectural.considerationof great bearingupon the presentstatus and prospectsof the field: a distribution of incomeby sizeamong families, fora singleyear or only a fewyears, and withoutmany corollary data.Is of limited value in the analysisof either policyor economic problems.Such a statement mayseem at first surprising.However, briefreflec- tion will showthat even thoughgreat human interestanaches to a distributionshowing that ina given year therewere x fam- ilies, each havingan income ofa million dollarsand over, and y families, eachhaving an incomeof less thanone thousand dol- lars, suchan estimate takenby itself fora year or two isscarcely illuminating. Ofcourse, such estimatesare used, butordinarily on the dangerousassumption thatthe distributionsfor oneyear hold fora longer period;that differencesamong various income classes incost of living, sizeof families,or other factorsarc not significant forinterpretingincome differencesfor thepurpose at handandthere arevery few purposes forwhich suchan as- suniption istenable; andthat there isenough stabilitywithin the distributionfrom yearto year to allowa rough identification of familieswithina given incomecategory with thesame families within asimilar incomecategory at anothertime. Of course,it isquestionable thatthe realizationof the low value ofa distributionfor a singleveai, unaccompaniedby many corollary data,was clearly inthe mindsof the peoplewho were in a positionto determinewhethercomprehensive datain the field wouldhe collected,lint it wouldnot be unreasonabletoii
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assume that this feeling, namely, that unlessone could initiate
a continuous series of such estimates and obtainboth the neces-
sary breakdowlLs and the subsidiary data the effortwas not worth
making, (lid serve to reduce thepressure and to prevent sporadic
collections oI data.
The striking additionsto tile data on distribution of income
by size (luring very recentyears tend to bear out the tentative
analysis above of the factors that madefor the absence of such
data in the past. The accumulation of informationon population
and production and their intensiveuse by students in the field
resulted in relatively satisfactory knowledgeof these aspects of
the economy. Of course, significantgaps remain even in these
fields, especially on some of the dynamic elemcHts:population
migration, production of intangil)le goods, scale of producing
unit and of business unit, etc. But a great deal of further work in
these fields must await better dataon distribution of income
among consuming units, data the absence of which is feltper-
haps more acutely than ever before by students whosemajor in-
terest is not income measurement or in the analysis of closely
related economic problems.'
More obvious is the change in social attitude and in theeco-
nomic functions of government as they arenow conceived by
society at large. The feeling that thereare great reserves of pro-
duction growth in the future is not widely entet-tainednow; and
therefore, to put it mildly, serious doubts are entertainedas to
tile future effectiveness of the systeni of free and individualistic
economic organization. That this organization is largelya thing
of the past, a result of the growth of private and semi-public
monopolies, is a significant element in the changed situation.
And there is less conviction that the economic fortune ofan in-
dividual is entirely or even largely a result of his personal ability.
It is realized that the complex of economic institutions does not
function perfectly or even tolerably well, and that these imper-
fections have painful repercussions among large groups in our
society, repercussions these groups could not cope with or avoid
by any individual effort, no matter how well meant or intelli-
1It is important that the advocacy of income questions on the tentative popula-
tion schedule for the to Census came from population statisticians interestesl
in the economic factor in differential fertility.92
PAulos gently designed.Correspondmgty, theeconomicfortunesofthou favorably situatedare seen as dueonly inpart, andperb small part,to their personalability tocontributeto social
we!- fare: theyare seen as beingto a largeeXtent a resultofstrategic situations createdby socialmstituuoflS andseized
Ul)Ou1 bya few individuals,often to thedetriment ofsocietyat large. it is thisviewpoint thatprovides thepressures andjustih. tion foractivities of publicauthoritiesdesignedto modifythe working ofeconomicinstitutions intheir(leteriflinationof the distribution ofincomeamong individualsand families,it 'ides the raisond'être fora graduatedincomettX, social
security legislation, lawsconcerningwages and hours,etc. It thm
I)rings government intofields ofadministrativeactivitywhosebyprod- ucts are largebodies of (lataon (listribunonof incomeby size. And itcreates an attitudeon the part oftheU)Iflh11iII)it\at large that makestheprovision 0income informationa naturaland acceptablestep designedto help thepublicauthoritiesin deal. ing witha commonlyrecognizedeconomic problem. Furthermore.theincreasing attentionthe businesssystem at
largepays to methodsof gaugIngand influencingtheconsumers' market resultsinpressures, ofteneffective, forinformationon distribution ofincome bysize andon relatedexpenditures.True, this particulardrive issomewhatbiased towardhigherincome brackets (asis ti-neof thebyproducts ofincome tax laws)and often leadsto a somewhat
exaggeratedestimate ofincome mag- nitudes; butit is apotent factor,nevertheless.in forcingthis
heldupon theattention ofpublicauthorities. Thetechnicaldifficulties inthe wayof collectionof income informationof thetype underdiscussionare also becomingless formidable,partlybecause ofthe increasing
importance of in-
comes in theform ofovertpayments. partlybecause thetechnical
means atour disposalfor dealingwith largepopulations have
increasedat anun(loubte(llygreater ratethan thepoJ)Ulatiofl
itself. Suchmeans includenot oiul't!ie tC(hulicaland organiia
uonalmachineryfor dealingwith largescalesurveys, but also
the statisticaltheory thatmakes itpossibleto establish inad-
vance thereliabilityof samplesand thusto select thelatter on
a carefullythoughtout basis. Itseems quiteprobablethatwe areon theVerge of a period
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during which comprehensive data on the distribution of income
by size and hence reliable distributions based on such data will
become available. We may, therefore, be confronted in the very
near future with choices among various ways in which suchin-
formation can l)C obtained and distributions based on them (It-
rived. While (leep-seated factors letermine the feasibility or im-
practicability of obtaining comprehensive statistical information
on this or another phase ofsocial activity, once these factors are
favorable to the collection of such information, the academic
student, guided by general interests only, is in a position to shape
many of the evolving data and assuretheir greater usefulness iii
the treatment of the problems with which he isconcerned. And
this lie can do by participating in the selection of thevarious
alternatives that exist, either overtly or implicitly, when thetask
of comprehensive coverage of a field like distributionof income
by size is initiated.
In this choice the consideration already stated,that distribu-
tions for single years, unaccompanied by manyrelated data (on oc-
cupation industry, family compositions age, sex,location, cost
of living, expenditures and savings, etc.) areof little use, seems
to me paramount. In thevarious choices two criteria should be
given the heaviest weight, next to thatconcerning the basic re-
liability of the information likely to beobtained: the likelihood
that the data will (i) become availablecontinuously, on an annual
basis or on the basis of relatively shorttime units; (2) be obtained
in such a way that correlation with manyother factors will be
possible. We may he disillusioned bythe low analytical value of
the first distributions, since their greatsignificance will become
obvious only after they havecumulated into a long series and
have been tested for associationwith variables other than in-
come. But unless we assurethat such development will be pos-
sible, our disillusionment is likely tobecome permanent.